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Motivation: what can synchronous EM+GW observations do for us?

Observational Evidence of BBH mergers

A Love Story of SMBBH Mergers: 

How do two black hole’s find each other in this crazy universe of ours.  

Review of Recent Merger-related Calculations

BBH Spark?  Efficient EM emission mechanism?

UBH (unary black hole) Accretion Physics

Thoughts on how this may apply to the BBH case

Outline



Motivation

Seeing Coincident GWs and EMWs  :

Synergy between 

LIGO/VIRGO/GEO/LISA   &   LSST/Pan-Starrs/??

Improved source identification 

Multi-messenger/Trans-spectral Astrophysics

GW Observatory EM Source GW Range

LIGO/VIRGO/GEO
SN, Pulsars  

GRBs (BH+NS,NS+NS)
??

1Mpc
50-100Mpc

??

LISA
Galactic Nucleus

SMBH + [SMBH,IMBH,BH, NS,WD]
??

z ~ 30, 3, 1, 0.1
??

Phinney 2009

Sylvestre 2003

Stubbs 2008

Bloom et al 2009Decadal Review White Papers:

Phinney 2009

with Adv. LIGO



Motivation

“Standard Sirens”:  New Distance vs. Redshift Measurement
Schutz 1986,  Holz & Hughes 2005 

Mutual Beneficial Localization

LISA localization days in advance:    

EM localization using high-cadence, high-FOV observations

Need dynamical models to predict source variability accurately

GW constraints   <--> EM constraints 

Connecting robust theoretical predictions to event observations may be first 
evidence of BBH mergers (hopefully not!) 

LISA expected to launch in 2020
LIGO sensitive to smaller BBHs that are most likely in vacuum
BH/NS or NS/NS may require coincidental orientation for observability

Kocsis et al 2007

[10� − 1◦]× [3� − 20�]× 1%Lang & Hughes 2009

2.5� × 2.5�



Sub-kpc Resolved Dual Nuclei

flux density of 0402+379 at 5 GHz is 1.1 Jy (Pauliny-Toth et al.
1978; Becker et al. 1991), which is a radio luminosity of 7;
1031 ergs s!1 Hz!1. This is in agreement with the X-ray to 5 GHz
radio luminosity correlation of Brinkmann et al. (2000).

The ROSAT archive also contains two HRI pointings of this
source for a combined exposure of 27 ks. These show that the
X-ray source is largely resolved, extending over a radius of"1500

and appears to follow the faint diffuse emission surrounding the
galaxy core. The bulk of the X-ray flux lies between the elliptical
and its companion, further supporting the interaction hypothesis.
The X-ray luminosity for this diffuse emission is comparable to
the AGN estimate above, e.g., L0:1!2 # 3 ; 1043 ergs s!1 for a
1 keV Raymond-Smith plasma and likely dominates the flux of
the ROSATAll-Sky Survey source.

We find that the X-ray emission of 0402+379 is unique; of
the 35 known CSOs (Compact Symmetric Objects) this is the
only source detected in the ROSATAll-Sky Survey. Thus, further
X-ray observations could abet optical data in probing the nature
of this emission and the connection with recent merger and/or
nuclear activity.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Radio Continuum

Figure 2 shows naturally weighted 0.3 and 5 GHz images
from the 2005 VLBA observations. The structure of the source
at 5 GHz reveals the presence of two diametrically opposed jets,
as well as two central strong components, one directly between

Fig. 3.—Naturally weighted 2005 VLBA images of 0402+379 at 8, 15, 22 and 43 GHz. Contours are drawn beginning at 3 ! and increase by factors of 2 thereafter.
The peak flux density and rms noise for each frequency are given in Table 1. The labels shown in the 5 GHzmap indicate the positions of the two strong, compact, central
components derived from model fitting.
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image is pointing in the northeast direction, suggesting that at
some point the jet changes direction and starts moving northward,
probably as a consequence of interactions with the surrounding
medium.TheVLA1.5GHz image (Maness et al. 2004) also shows
the extended emission going northward. The southern jet seen in
our 5 GHz image is pointing in the southwest direction, which is
consistent with both the 1.5 GHz and the 5 GHz VLA images.

Figure 3 shows naturally weighted 8, 15, 22, and 43 GHz im-
ages from the 2005VLBAobservations. For both the 8 and 15GHz
images, the overall structure of the source is similar to that at 5GHz,
both jets are present as well as the two central components (C1
and C2).

It is clear that for higher frequencies the two central compo-
nents are easily distinguished and remain unresolved, while both
jets become fainter and are heavily resolved. At 22 GHz these ef-
fects are readily apparent, and becomemore prominent at 43GHz,
where the jets can barely be detected. Before these observations
were made, the highest frequency for which data had been taken
for this source was 15 GHz.

Elliptical or circular Gaussian components were fitted to the
visibility data using Difmap.We obtained an estimate for the sizes
of C1 and C2 based on our 15, 22, and 43 GHz model fits. In this
case, we fit circular Gaussian components for both C1 and C2,
obtaining an average value of 0:173 ! 0:045 mas or 0:183 !
0:048 pc for C1, and 0:117 ! 0:033mas or 0:124 ! 0:035 pc for
C2.

3.2. Component Motions and Variability

In order to explore questions pertaining to motion and variabil-
ity in 0402+379, we obtained fully calibrated 5 GHz VLBI data
taken in 1990 (Xu et al. 1995), as well as 5 GHzVLBA data taken
in three epochs (1994, 1996, and 1999) of the CJ Proper Motion
Survey (Britzen et al. 2003) and in 2003 (Maness et al. 2004).
Combining these data with our 2005 observations at 5 GHz, we

were able to probe motion and variability in this source over a
time baseline of 15 yr.
Motion and variability studies were performed by fitting eight

elliptical Gaussian components in Difmap to the 2003 visibility
data. Then we used this model to fit the 5 GHz data correspond-
ing to the 1990, 1994, 1996, 1999, and 2005 epochs. We let only
position and flux density vary; all other parameterswere held fixed
at the 2003 values. Results from our fits are listed in Table 2, and
Figure 4 shows the components model, where we have labeled
each of them and also added arrows showing the direction of mo-
tion of each component, as explained below.
To study component variability in 0402+379, we compared

the flux density for components C1 and C2, the mean flux den-
sity of the southern components (S1, S2, S3, and S4), and the
mean flux density of the northern components (N1 and N2) over
each of our six epochs at 5 GHz. The above regions were chosen
primarily on the basis of their isolation relative to other compo-
nents in the source. Errors for each region were computed on the
basis of the rms noise and our estimated absolute flux calibration
errors ("20% for the 1990 and 1994 Mk II VLBI epochs and
"5% for the 1996, 1999, 2003, and 2005VLBA epochs). The re-
sulting fractional variation light curves are shown in Figure 5.
These light curves were created by dividing each region’s flux
density at each epoch by themean region flux density found from
averaging all epochs. To aid the readability of our graph, the aligned
component (C2), the northern lobe, and the southern lobe are dis-
placed on the y-axis by 1, 2, and 3 units, respectively.
From Figure 5 and Table 2 we find that component C1 sub-

stantially increases in flux over the 15 yr baseline, starting from
18 mJy in 1990 and increasing in brightness to 59 mJy in 2005.
We also find that component C2 is variable, ranging from less
than 10 mJy in 1990, to 24 mJy in 1996, and 20 mJy in 2005.
Because our 1990 epoch was observed with Mk II VLBI, this

Fig. 4.—Components model for the VLBA observations of 0402+379 at
frequencies of 5 GHz and above. The arrows shown represent the direction of
motion found for each component, relative to the position of C1, obtained from
a time baseline of 15 yr. Arrow lengths have been multiplied by a factor of 200.
See x 3.2 for more details. Note that we placed arrows even for those compo-
nents for which we are not claiming motion. The specific model shown corre-
sponds to a frequency of 5 GHz.

Fig. 5.—Light curves of the different components of 0402+379 at 5 GHz.
The flux densities that produced this graph were taken from Table 2 and are dis-
cussed in x 3.2. The displayed light curves were created by dividing each region’s
flux at each epoch by the mean region flux found from averaging all observed
epochs. The aligned core candidate, the northern lobe, and the southern lobe are
displayed on the y-axis by 1, 2, and 3 units, respectively. Errors are estimated from
the rms noise and the absolute flux calibration errors for each epoch.
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NGC 6240: (Komossa et al. 2003)  
• Optical ID: (Fried & Schulz 1983) 
• HST, Ultra-lum. IR galaxy host
• z = 0.024    d = 0.5 kpc

0402+379: 
(Xu et al. 1994, Maness et al. 2004, Rodriguez et al. 2006):  
• Radio, Elliptical galaxy host
• z = 0.055,   d = 5 pc 

No. 1, 2003 KOMOSSA ET AL. L17

Fig. 2.—X-ray image of NGC 6240 in the energy range of 2.5–8 keV,
zoomed on the two nulcei. The circles mark the optical positions of the nuclei.

Fig. 3.—Multicolor image of NGC 6240. Red p soft (0.5–1.5 keV), green p medium (1.5–5 keV), and blue p hard (5–8 keV) X-ray band. The right image
shows contour plots using the same color coding.

one X-ray source is detected within the optical confines of NGC
6240. Its spectrum is rather hard. The source could be a back-
ground AGN. In particular, the following features stand out in
energy images of NGC 6240:
The 0.1–3.0 keV band.—Below 0.5 keV, barely any X-ray

photons are detected. This can be traced back to the high ab-
sorption toward NGC 6240. Above 0.5 keV, extended looplike
emission and several knots appear. They are prominent below
2.5 keV. Of special interest is the “blob” southwest of the south-
ern nucleus, which appears above 1 keV (see Figs. 1 and 2). It
is the strongest feature between 1.0 and 1.5 keV and is spatially
extended. Inspecting HST images of Gerssen et al. (2001), we
find that it correlates with a region of increased Ha emission
and may correspond to a more recent superwind outflow than
the more widely extended structures. Above 1.5 keV, X-ray emis-

sion from the direction of the northern nucleus of NGC 6240
starts to emerge.
The 5.0–8.0 keV band.—The hard X-ray image is dominated

by emission from two compact sources (see Figs. 2 and 3) that
are spatially coincident within the errors with the IR position
of the two nuclei of NGC 6240. With a distance of 1!.4, the
X-ray nuclei are slightly closer together than the optical nuclei
(Fig. 2), consistent with the previous interpretation that ex-
tinction causes a wavelength-dependent shift in the flux cen-
troids of the nuclei (Schulz et al. 1993). Both nuclei show
emission from the neutral iron line. The southern nucleus is
more prominent in this line than the northern nucleus. Running
a standard source detection routine, both nuclei are detected as
sources in the energy interval 5–8 keV with signal-to-noise
ratios of 9.9 (southern nucleus) and 3.5 (northern nucleus).
We do not detect any X-ray emission from the location of

the steep off-nuclear velocity gradient (Bland-Hawthorn, Wil-
son, & Tully 1991; Gerssen et al. 2001), which was recently
suggested to be possibly due to a kinematic gradient in a star-
burst wind. No correlation of X-ray emission with the radio
arm west of the nuclei, described by Colbert, Wilson, & Bland-
Hawthorn (1994) and suggested to be linked to superwind ac-
tivity, was found. Finally, no X-ray point source was detected
from the direction of the supernova SN 2000bg.

4. X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

4.1. Extended Emission
Representative of the extended emission, we report here re-

sults of spectral fits to the northeastern loop extended emission
(Fig. 1). Source photons were extracted from an elliptical region
centered at R.A. p 16h52m59s.3, decl. p 02!24"08!.1 (ellipse
radii: 8!.9 and 10!.6, angle p 45!). We find that the X-ray
spectrum is well described by a MEKAL model (Mewe, Kaas-
tra, & Liedahl 1995) with keV and absorp-kT p 0.81" 0.05
tion with column density cm21 !2N p (3.1" 0.4)# 10H

Chandra/Komossa et al. 2003
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Fig. 4.—X-ray spectrum of southern nucleus (left) and the northern nucleus (right) of NGC 6240. A model consisting of thermal emission plus an absorbed
power law and two Gaussian emission lines was fitted to the data. The lower panel of each figure shows the residuals.

( ), which exceeds the Galactic value in the direction2x p 1.2red
of NGC 6240, cm , and is consistent with20 !2N p 5.49# 10Gal
optical estimates of the extinction toward the extended optical
emission of mag (Thronson et al. 1990). Metal abun-A ≈ 1v
dances approach 0.1 times solar.
Second, the blob southwest of the southern nucleus was fitted

after extracting its photons from a circular region centered at
R.A. p 16h52m58s.8, decl. p 02!24!1".5. Its spectrum is signif-
icantly harder and more heavily absorbed. Spectral fits consisting
of a two-component MEKAL model were applied. Among these
two components, one was assumed to be the extension of the
widely extended soft X-ray emission of NGC 6240, part of which
is projected onto the central region of NGC 6240. Explicitly, its
parameters were all fixed to those determined for the northeastern
loop extended X-ray emission (including abundances and the
amount of absorption), apart from the normalization that was
treated as a free parameter. The second, hotter MEKAL com-
ponent was added to describe the X-ray emission from the south-
western blob itself. The spectrum of the southwestern blob is
then well described by a MEKAL model with kT p 2.8"

keV and cm ( ). Abun-21 !2 20.8 N p (7" 4)# 10 x p 0.95H red
dances are not well constrained but are close to 0.8 times solar
and were thus fixed to that value.

4.2. Nuclear Emission

Two circular regions centered at the southern and northern
nuclei were selected for spectral analysis. The residual soft star-
burst emission projected onto the nuclei (Fig. 1) was fitted by
a MEKAL model, and its normalization and temperature were
left free to vary. The derived temperature ( keV)kT p 0.9" 0.2
is consistent within the errors with that of the northeastern loop
emission. The extinction toward the nuclei estimated from IR
observations, mag and mag (Tecza et al.S NA p 5.8 A p 1.6v v
2000), corresponds to absorption column densities of SN pH

cm!2 and cm and is expected to be the22 N 21 !210 N p 2.8# 10H
minimum amount of absorption along the line of sight toward
the nuclei. MERLIN radio observations of neutral hydrogen to-
ward the radio nuclei of NGC 6240 indicate column densities
of order cm (Beswick et al. 2001).S, N 22 !2N ≈ (1.5–2)# 10H
Both nuclei show very hard X-ray spectra extending out to

∼8–9 keV. If the spectra are fitted by a single power law, strong
residuals around the location of the neutral 6.4 keV iron Ka line
are visible (and further weaker ones around ∼6.95 keV). The

energy of the second line is close to H-like iron and Kb of
neutral iron. The southern nucleus is brighter in X-rays than the
northern nucleus. Its spectrum is well fitted by a very flat power
law of photon index (defined as in )"GF ∝ E G p !0.2"X

and two narrow iron lines at energies corresponding to neutral0.3
and H-like iron (Fig. 4). The emission is dominated by the neutral
iron line that is located at a (redshift-corrected) energy E p

keV, with photons cm s . The!5 !2 !16.42" 0.03 1.5# 10
amount of excess absorption is not well constrained. It is of order

cm and is uncertain by at least a factor of 2. TheS 22 !2N ! 10H
spectrum of the northern nucleus is less hard and less absorbed.
It is well described by a power law of photon index GX p
! , absorbed with cm inN 22 !20.9" 0.2 N p (0.6" 0.2)# 10H
addition to the Galactic , and a narrow Fe Ka line of neutralNGal
iron (Fig. 4) that is about a factor of 3 weaker than in the southern
nucleus. The absorption-corrected fluxes in the 0.2–10 keV band
are ergs cm s and!13 !2 !1 !13f p 7.6# 10 f p 2.7# 10X, S X, N
ergs cm s for the southern and the northern nucleus,!2 !1

respectively.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Starburst-related Emission

Could the widely extended X-ray emission of NGC 6240
still be powered by photoionization of the active nuclei? Chan-
dra recently found some cases in which photoionization seems
to dominate the ionization of circumnuclear matter out to large
distances (∼2 kpc in case of NGC 1068; Young, Wilson, &
Shopbell 2001). However, the correlation of X-ray and Ha
emission in combination with the soft, thermal-plasma–like
spectrum of the extended emission of NGC 6240 strongly fa-
vors starburst-driven superwinds (Heckman, Armus, & Miley
1987) as the origin for the bulk of the extended X-ray emission
of NGC 6240. According to the superwind models of Schulz
et al. (1998), a mechanical input power of 43L p 3# 10mech
ergs s!1 (derived from a supernova rate of 3 yr!1) can, within

yr, drive a single shell to an extent of kpc73# 10 R ∼ 10
within a medium of 0.1 cm particle density. This model re-!3

produces the observed X-ray luminosity of the extended emis-
sion of ∼1042 ergs s!1. A distance of 10 kpc corresponds to
the extent of the five-finger structure seen in Ha, coincident
with the brightest extended X-ray emission, including a cor-
rection for a disk inclined by up to 40! from edge-on.
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Fig. 4.—X-ray spectrum of southern nucleus (left) and the northern nucleus (right) of NGC 6240. A model consisting of thermal emission plus an absorbed
power law and two Gaussian emission lines was fitted to the data. The lower panel of each figure shows the residuals.

( ), which exceeds the Galactic value in the direction2x p 1.2red
of NGC 6240, cm , and is consistent with20 !2N p 5.49# 10Gal
optical estimates of the extinction toward the extended optical
emission of mag (Thronson et al. 1990). Metal abun-A ≈ 1v
dances approach 0.1 times solar.
Second, the blob southwest of the southern nucleus was fitted

after extracting its photons from a circular region centered at
R.A. p 16h52m58s.8, decl. p 02!24!1".5. Its spectrum is signif-
icantly harder and more heavily absorbed. Spectral fits consisting
of a two-component MEKAL model were applied. Among these
two components, one was assumed to be the extension of the
widely extended soft X-ray emission of NGC 6240, part of which
is projected onto the central region of NGC 6240. Explicitly, its
parameters were all fixed to those determined for the northeastern
loop extended X-ray emission (including abundances and the
amount of absorption), apart from the normalization that was
treated as a free parameter. The second, hotter MEKAL com-
ponent was added to describe the X-ray emission from the south-
western blob itself. The spectrum of the southwestern blob is
then well described by a MEKAL model with kT p 2.8"

keV and cm ( ). Abun-21 !2 20.8 N p (7" 4)# 10 x p 0.95H red
dances are not well constrained but are close to 0.8 times solar
and were thus fixed to that value.

4.2. Nuclear Emission

Two circular regions centered at the southern and northern
nuclei were selected for spectral analysis. The residual soft star-
burst emission projected onto the nuclei (Fig. 1) was fitted by
a MEKAL model, and its normalization and temperature were
left free to vary. The derived temperature ( keV)kT p 0.9" 0.2
is consistent within the errors with that of the northeastern loop
emission. The extinction toward the nuclei estimated from IR
observations, mag and mag (Tecza et al.S NA p 5.8 A p 1.6v v
2000), corresponds to absorption column densities of SN pH

cm!2 and cm and is expected to be the22 N 21 !210 N p 2.8# 10H
minimum amount of absorption along the line of sight toward
the nuclei. MERLIN radio observations of neutral hydrogen to-
ward the radio nuclei of NGC 6240 indicate column densities
of order cm (Beswick et al. 2001).S, N 22 !2N ≈ (1.5–2)# 10H
Both nuclei show very hard X-ray spectra extending out to

∼8–9 keV. If the spectra are fitted by a single power law, strong
residuals around the location of the neutral 6.4 keV iron Ka line
are visible (and further weaker ones around ∼6.95 keV). The

energy of the second line is close to H-like iron and Kb of
neutral iron. The southern nucleus is brighter in X-rays than the
northern nucleus. Its spectrum is well fitted by a very flat power
law of photon index (defined as in )"GF ∝ E G p !0.2"X

and two narrow iron lines at energies corresponding to neutral0.3
and H-like iron (Fig. 4). The emission is dominated by the neutral
iron line that is located at a (redshift-corrected) energy E p

keV, with photons cm s . The!5 !2 !16.42" 0.03 1.5# 10
amount of excess absorption is not well constrained. It is of order

cm and is uncertain by at least a factor of 2. TheS 22 !2N ! 10H
spectrum of the northern nucleus is less hard and less absorbed.
It is well described by a power law of photon index GX p
! , absorbed with cm inN 22 !20.9" 0.2 N p (0.6" 0.2)# 10H
addition to the Galactic , and a narrow Fe Ka line of neutralNGal
iron (Fig. 4) that is about a factor of 3 weaker than in the southern
nucleus. The absorption-corrected fluxes in the 0.2–10 keV band
are ergs cm s and!13 !2 !1 !13f p 7.6# 10 f p 2.7# 10X, S X, N
ergs cm s for the southern and the northern nucleus,!2 !1

respectively.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Starburst-related Emission

Could the widely extended X-ray emission of NGC 6240
still be powered by photoionization of the active nuclei? Chan-
dra recently found some cases in which photoionization seems
to dominate the ionization of circumnuclear matter out to large
distances (∼2 kpc in case of NGC 1068; Young, Wilson, &
Shopbell 2001). However, the correlation of X-ray and Ha
emission in combination with the soft, thermal-plasma–like
spectrum of the extended emission of NGC 6240 strongly fa-
vors starburst-driven superwinds (Heckman, Armus, & Miley
1987) as the origin for the bulk of the extended X-ray emission
of NGC 6240. According to the superwind models of Schulz
et al. (1998), a mechanical input power of 43L p 3# 10mech
ergs s!1 (derived from a supernova rate of 3 yr!1) can, within

yr, drive a single shell to an extent of kpc73# 10 R ∼ 10
within a medium of 0.1 cm particle density. This model re-!3

produces the observed X-ray luminosity of the extended emis-
sion of ∼1042 ergs s!1. A distance of 10 kpc corresponds to
the extent of the five-finger structure seen in Ha, coincident
with the brightest extended X-ray emission, including a cor-
rection for a disk inclined by up to 40! from edge-on.

South North

M ∼ 108M⊙



OJ287: Pre-minor-merger??

Lehto & Valtonen 1996: 

Sillanpaa et al 1988

19
88
Ap
J.
..
32
5.
.6
28
S

e = 0.68

Torb = 12.07yr Tprecess = 130yr

idisk = 4◦

M1 = 1.7× 1010M⊙ M2 = 108M⊙

Valtonen et al Nature 2008: 
• 20 days earlier than expected

• Consistent to 10% predicted by radiation decay 

Tmerge � 104yr

the point of impact is relatively close to the primary black hole;
thus the time delay in 2005/2006 cannot be extrapolated from
previous similar events. Previous work has put the timing of the
outburst somewhere in the range 2006 March–May (Lehto &
Valtonen 1996; Valtonen & Lehto 1997; Pietilä1998), while tak-
ing account of the disk bending (Sundelius et al. 1997) moves the
outburst to November 2005. The outburst has now been observed
(Valtonen et al. 2006).

4. JET WOBBLE

When the secondary black hole approaches the accretion disk
of the primary, it pulls the latter toward itself. Assuming that the
orbit of the secondary and the accretion disk are (nearly) per-
pendicular to each other, the disk gas that is pulled ‘‘up’’ rotates
away from the impact point with newly acquired inclination. Af-
ter the first impact the secondary moves quickly to the other side
of the primary, impacts the disk for the second time, and then
pulls the disk ‘‘up’’ again on the way out. If the major axis of the
orbit is perpendicular to the disk plane, the two pulls of the disk
more or less cancel each other and the inclination of the accre-
tion disk remains unchanged. However, in the case of the pre-
cessing binary, the orientation of the major axis changes from
orbit to orbit, and therefore the two pulls are typically unequal:
the inclination of the disk evolves. The evolution of the inclina-
tion follows the same period as the precession: the full cycle takes
130 yr, but because of the symmetry relative to the two sides of
the disk, the system starts repeat itself (almost) after about 60 yr,
i.e., after five orbital periods.

To make matters more concrete, we have calculated the evo-
lution of a disk of particles (about 1000 in all), which are in cir-
cular orbits and in a common plane around the primary. The
particles are placed in rings of equal separation from the inner

edge at 10 Schwarzschild radii of the primary to the outer edge
at 20 Schwarzschild radii. Each ring has 33 particles at equal
angular intervals. The particles are noninteracting: therefore a
relativistic three-body code has been used (Mikkola & Aarseth
2002). Initially the inclinations of the disk particles are 90! (or
nearly 90!). During the binary orbit of the secondary around the
primary, the average inclination of all particles that remain in
the disk is calculated. It is assumed that since we are really try-
ing to model elements of gas, these elements will settle through
mutual collisions in a plane defined by the mean inclination. This
assumption is not trivial. It amounts to saying that the sound
crossing time through the disk is of the order of the orbital time
of the secondary. This condition was applied by Romero et al.
(2000, 2003) to the binary black hole models for 3C 273 and
AO 0235+16. Following these authors, the rigid disk condition
can be translated to a condition for the minimum thickness of
the accretion disk. In our case it requires a disk flaring angle
greater than 10!, larger than is normally assumed in the stan-
dard disk models (Sakimoto &Coroniti 1981). However, it is in
agreement with the particle disk simulations by Sundelius et al.
(1997). In case of OJ 287, the frequent impacts on the disk by
the secondary increase the sound speed and the thickness of the
disk. In the present work, we aim at calculating the orientation
of the jet, which is connected to the disk at its base. Magneto-
hydrodynamic simulations by Turner et al. (1999) show that the
jet reacts to changes in the disk in about one orbital time of the
disk at its inner edge. The relevant speed in this case is the Alfvén
speed in the magnetized material above the disk which is much
greater than the sound speed in the disk. Our model is far from
complete. It should be complemented by magnetohydrodynamic
calculations of the perturbed disk-jet connection. However, they
are beyond the scope of the present paper.

Fig. 5.—Orbit of OJ 287 binary system between 1971 and 2010 in the precessing binary model. Giant flares occur subsequent to the disk crossings. Orbital positions
of the secondary are shown at the times of giant flares (numbers 1–7). This model assumes that the line of sight (arrow) is projected to the orbital plane at angle !, which
is 3! from the jet line (normal to the disk). The disk is seen edge-on and is represented by a horizontal line.

VALTONEN ET AL.40 Vol. 646

Valtonen et al 2010:  
Fit with 2.5PN expansion → a = 0.28± 0.05M



Recoiled SBH?  SDSS J0927+2943
L82 KOMOSSA, ZHOU, & LU Vol. 678

Fig. 1.—SDSS spectrum of SDSS J0927!2943, showing two sets of emis-
sion lines separated by a velocity of 2650 km s"1. Red: Red set of narrowv ≈
emission lines (r-NELs). Blue and light blue: Blue set of emission lines (b-
NELs and BELs, respectively). Gray: Fe ii spectrum.

TABLE 1
Emission-Line Properties of SDSS J0927!2943

Line z FWHMa Line Ratio

r-NEL:
[O iii] l5007 . . . . . . . 0.71279 170 10.1
Hb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.71279b 170b 1.0c

Hg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.71279b 170b 0.4
[Ne iii] l3869 . . . . . . 0.71279b 170b 0.7
[O ii] l3727 . . . . . . . . 0.71279b 170b 2.6
[Ne v] l3426 . . . . . . . 0.71279b 170b 0.3

b-NEL:
[O iii] l5007 . . . . . . . 0.69713 460 6.7
Hb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.69713b 460b 1.0c

[Ne iii] l3869 . . . . . . 0.69678 1020 1.8
[O ii] l3727 . . . . . . . . 0.69801 460b 1.5
[Ne v] l3426 . . . . . . . 0.69709 2080 4.0

BEL:
Hb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.69770 5740 30.7
Hg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.69970 3880 10.7
Hd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.69996 3260 3.8
Mg ii l2798 . . . . . . . . 0.69832 3530 29.5
a Corrected for instrumental resolution.
b Fixed.
c Normalized to 1.0.

of mag, is displayed in Figure 1. The un-E(B " V ) p 0.021
derlying continuum spectral energy distribution (SED) was
modeled as a power law with a best-fit slope of a p "0.1
(where ). Each emission line was fit by a single Gaussianaf ∝ nn

except the Fe ii multiplets, which were modeled by templates
built from I Zw 1 ( , Véron-Cetty et al. 2004;˚l 1 3500 A l !

, Tsuzuki et al. 2006). The redshifts of the Fe ii lines˚3500 A
were tied either to Mg ii (the UV multiplets) or to broad Hb
(the optical multiplets).

Two systems of strong emission lines can be identified in
the spectrum, which we refer to as the “red” (r) and “blue” (b)
systems. The red system consists of very narrow emission lines
(red NELs, r-NELs hereafter) of [O iii] l5007, [O ii] l3727,
[Ne iii] l3869, faint [Ne v] l3426, and Balmer lines, all of
them almost unresolved [FWHM,obs([O iii]) p 230 km s ;"1

the widths of the narrow lines are all very similar and were
therefore all fixed to the same value in order to derive fluxes].
The blue system shows classical broad Balmer and Mg ii l2798
emission lines (BELs), plus unusually broad NELs (blue NELs,
b-NELs hereafter). All lines of the blue system are blueshifted
by about 2650 km s relative to the r-NELs1 (see Table 1 for"1

redshifts; the value of 2650 km s is the shift between broad"1

Hb and r-[O iii]). The b-NELs show broad [Ne v] with a width
of FWHM([Ne v]) p 2080 km s , and broad [Ne iii] with"1

FWHM([Ne iii]) p 1020 km s . [O iii] and [O ii] are present,"1

too, with widths of 460 km s . The BELs appear in Balmer"1

lines and in Mg ii with FWHM(Hb) p 5740 km s and"1

FWHM(Mg ii) p 3530 km s . Line ratios indicate AGN-like"1

excitation in both systems, r-NELs and b-NELs. Emission-line
properties are summarized in Table 1.

1 Since the r-NELs are all very narrow and are all consistent with the same
redshift, we assume henceforth that they define the rest frame of the system.

In order to see whether any (faint) broad-line emission is
also accompanying the r-NELs, we have performed the fol-
lowing test. We have first subtracted the best-fit continuum, Fe
ii multiplets, and NELs from the observed spectrum, and then
fit the Hb regime with two broad Gaussians. The redshift of
the second Gaussian was fixed to that of the r-NELs, and its
width constrained to be in the range 1000–5000 km s . No"1

successful fit could be obtained if a contribution of the second
Gaussian is enforced; its contribution is always consistent with
zero. We therefore conclude that only the b-NELs are accom-
panied by broad-line gas at the same redshift.

The broadband SED of SDSS J0927!2943 is rather blue
with SDSS magnitudes of ,u p 18.71 ! 0.02 g p 18.36 !

, , ,0.02 r p 18.40 ! 0.02 i p 18.43 ! 0.02 z p 18.31 !
, and GALEX2 (Martin et al. 2005) magnitudes of NUV p0.02

18.57 ! 0.06 and FUV p 19.49 ! 0.15.
Assuming that the standard broad-line region (BLR) scaling

relations (Kaspi et al. 2005) hold, we expect a BLR radius of
∼0.1 pc and estimate a SMBH mass of SDSS J0927!2943 of

M from the width of Hb and the luminosity8M p 6 # 10BH ,

at 5100 .Å

2.2. X-Ray Detection

We have searched the X-ray archives for observations of
SDSS J0927!2943. The quasar is serendipitously located close
to the edge of two ROSAT HRI images. The deeper exposure,
of 19 ks duration, was performed in 1995 April–May. X-ray
emission from SDSS J0927!2943 is detected with a count rate
of 0.0037 ! 0.0007 counts s"1, which translates into a soft X-
ray luminosity of ergs s"1 (assuming an X-ray44L p 5 # 10X

spectrum with no intrinsic absorption, and with photon index
). The second HRI image was taken in 1994 No-G p "2.5X

vember with a duration of 10 ks. SDSS J0927!2943 is detected
with a count rate of 0.0047 ! 0.0012 counts s"1, consistent
with the other measurement. The X-ray detection demonstrates
the presence of an inner accretion disk (relevant for the dis-
cussion in § 3.2).

2 See http://galex.stsci.edu/GR2/.

Komossa, Zhou, Lu (2008)

SDSS J105041.35+345631.3   (Shields et al. 2009)
Another Similar Candidate:

vBL − vNL = 3500km/s

z = 0.713 rBL ∼ 0.1pc
vb − vr = 2650km/s

NLNL

NL
BL

Other Explanations:
Heckman et al 2009, Shields et al. 2009, 
Bogdanovic et al. 2009, Dotti et al. 2009
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Figure 1. The different stages of the merger between two identical disc galaxies seen face-on. The
color-coded density maps of the gas component are shown using a logarithmic scale, with brighter
colors for higher densities. The four panels to the left show the large-scale evolution at different
times (obtained with a force resolution of 100 pc). The boxes are 120 kpc on a side (top) and
60 kpc on a side (bottom) and the density ranges between 10−2 atoms cm−3 and 102 atoms cm−3.
During the interaction, tidal forces tear the galactic discs apart, generating spectacular tidal tails
and plumes. The upper panel to the right shows a zoom in view of the two discs before they merge
into a single rotating nuclear gaseous disc embedded in a series of large-scale ring-like structures
(middle panel). The boxes are now 8 kpc on a side and the density ranges between 10−2 atoms
cm−3 and 105 atoms cm−3. The two bottom panels, with a gray color scale, show the detail of
the inner 160 pc of the middle panel (here the force resolution is 2 pc); the nuclear disc is shown
edge-on (left) and face-on (right), and the two BHs are also shown in the face-on image.

mass ∼4 × 108 M$ and size of a few hundred parsecs. The two discs and BHs are just 6 kpc
far apart, and at the same time a star burst of ∼30 M$ yr−1 has invested the central region of
the ongoing merger.

At this stage, the simulation is stopped and restarts with increased resolution (of ∼2 pc).
In order to simulate the environment of a star burst where cool gas coexists with the warm
phase heated by stellar feedback, the pressure is set equal to P = (γ − 1)ρu with γ = 7/5
(according to fits by [11]). The internal energy per particle u evolves with time as a result of
P dV work and shock heating modeled via the standard Monaghan artificial viscosity term.

With time, the two baryonic discs get closer and closer and eventually merge into a single
massive self-gravitating, rotationally supported nuclear disc, now weighing 3×109 M$. This
is illustrated again in figure 1 (mid and bottom right panels). The gaseous disc, dominant in
mass, is surrounded by a background of dark matter and stars distributed in a spheroid.

3
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Figure 3. BH separation as a function of time in four of our simulations. Upper row: BH distance
in 1:4 mergers (for galaxy models at z = 0); the thin and thick lines refer to simulations with
no-gas and with gas (fgas = 0.1%), respectively. Lower row: BH distance for the 1:10 mergers
(for galaxy models at z = 3); the thin and thick lines refer to simulations with no-gas and with
gas (fgas = 0.3%), respectively. The insets show the color-coded density maps of stars (left) and
gas (right), 4 kpc on a side. The large dot on the BH curve indicates the time at which the two
snapshots are recorded. Colors code the range 10−2 − 1 M" pc−3 for stars, and 10−3 − 0−1 M"
pc−3 for the gas. These snapshots are representative of the average behavior of the satellites during
the first two orbits. Note the formation of a strong bar for the 1:4 minor merger, which is absent
for the 1:10 case, and the truncation of the gaseous disc in the 1:10 satellite caused by ram pressure
stripping.

dramatically damaged during its sinking into the primary. In our recent study [13], pairing
is found to be very sensitive to the details of the physical processes involved. In all cases
with no-gas (i.e., in ‘dry’ runs) the formation of a close BH pair is aborted: tidal shocks
progressively lower the density in the satellite until it dissolves, leaving a wandering black
hole in the remnant. This is illustrated in figure 3 (thin lines) where the BH relative distance
remains as large as 1–10 kpc. Only with the inclusion of a cold gaseous disc component and
star formation the outcome of the merger changes significantly.

Figure 3 depicts the stellar and gaseous components of the satellite to show their profound
structural damage (the primary is not shown). For mass ratios 1:4 at z = 0, bar instabilities
excited at pericentric passages funnel gas (present in a fraction fgas of the total disc mass) to
the center of the satellite, steepening its potential well and allowing its survival against tidal
disruption down to the center of the merger remnant. As shown in figure 3 (thick lines), the
BHs pair down to ∼100 pc scales (the force resolution limit), creating conditions favorable to
the formation of a BH binary. The smaller satellites (with 1:10 mass ratio at z = 3) are more
strongly affected by both internal star formation and the gas–dynamical interaction between
their interstellar medium and that of the primary galaxy. Torques in the early stages of the
merger are not acting to concentrate gas to the center, due to the absence of a stellar bar and the

5
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Fig. 2.—Migration of the secondary black hole in disks with initial accretion
rates of (solid line), (short-dashed line), and!1 !11 M yr 0.1 M yr, ,

(long-dashed line). Binaries embedded within relatively massive!2 !110 M yr,

disks are quickly driven into the gravitational-wave–dominated regime and
merge promptly.

Fig. 3.—Disk surface density during black hole migration. The black hole
migrates inward within a gap during the disk-dominated phase (top panel;
curves show S at three epochs). Once orbital decay due to gravitational ra-
diation dominates, the inner disk is swept up by the inspiralling hole and forms
a surface density spike (bottom panel). The outer disk, which is unable to
evolve on such a short timescale, maintains a fixed surface density profile.

on a nonuniform grid. We used 800 mesh points to resolve the
disk from out to 3 pc. The disk has a!4r p 1.4# 10 pcms
zero-torque boundary condition at the inner edge and an initial
surface density profile corresponding to a constant accretion
rate of 1 M, yr!1 out to 1 pc. Starting from a separation of
0.1 pc, a combination of disk-driven migration and inspiral due
to gravitational radiation leads to merger within .72# 10 yr
In Figure 3 we show the disk surface density profile during

the migration and inspiral. There are two phases. In the first,
the secondary migrates inward within a gap under the action
of disk torques, while the inner disk is partially depleted by
accretion onto the primary black hole. The accretion rate onto
the primary black hole in this first phase is somewhat reduced
compared to the value it would have in the absence of a binary.
This behavior can be easily understood—adding a binary com-
panion to the disk merely increases the amount of angular
momentum that must be transported outward before mass can
be accreted. Flux-limited samples of active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) may, therefore, select against finding close binaries.
Disk-driven migration continues until angular momentum loss
due to gravitational radiation first becomes important, at a sep-
aration of ∼10!2 pc. Thereafter, the inspiralling black hole be-
gins to sweep up the gas in the inner disk, forming a narrow
inner spike in the disk surface density that is pushed inward.
The outer disk is unable to evolve on such a rapid timescale,
so a large gap develops between the outer disk and the
secondary.
The final stages of the merger drive rapid accretion of the

inner disk. Around of gas remain in the inner disk53# 10 M,

when the secondary reaches 10!3 pc, around 200 yr prior to
merger. This implies an enormous accretion rate (formally ex-
ceeding 106 M, yr!1) immediately prior to merger and signals
the breakdown of the thin-disk approximation. Instead of being
radiated, the dissipated energy will instead go into thermal en-
ergy, puffing up the inner disk and forming a hot accretion flow
(Begelman & Meier 1982). There are large uncertainties in the

further evolution, but we speculate that the final merger is likely
to occur within a common envelope formed from the disrupted
inner disk. As in the common envelope evolution of binary stars
(Taam, Bodenheimer, & Ostriker 1978), strong outflows are ex-
tremely likely, with characteristic velocities comparable to the
orbital velocity of ∼104 km s!1. Strong outflows from galactic
nuclei may therefore act as signposts to systems in which binaries
either are currently inspiralling or have recently merged.

3.2. Quiescent Galactic Nuclei from Black Hole Binaries

The timescale on which black holes form a hard binary
following a galactic merger depends upon the stellar dynamics
of the interaction between the binary and the stellar population.
Gas could well flow into the merged nucleus on a shorter
timescale (Hernquist & Mihos 1995). As a result, even if the
merging galaxies contain substantial quantities of gas, it is not
obvious that the resulting black hole binary will find itself in
a gas-rich environment.
Figure 2 also shows how the secondary migrates in disks

that have the same viscosity as that considered previously, but
having initially lower disk masses and accretion rates. We ran
one model with an initial accretion rate of 0.1 M, yr!1 and a
disk mass of , and a second one with6 ˙6# 10 M M p,

and . Migration rates in!2 !1 510 M yr M p 6# 10 M, disk ,

these lower mass disks are substantially reduced, so it is pos-
sible that there could be a long-lived population of binaries
embedded in low-mass disks. The reduced level of accretion
onto the binary, due to the gravitational torques, could then
contribute to the surprisingly low levels of accretion inferred
in most local galactic nuclei. This suppression of accretion,
however, is only effective for cold gas. Hot gas, with low
specific angular momentum, can surmount the angular mo-
mentum barrier and replenish small disks around the binary
components (Bate & Bonnell 1997). Explaining why this ac-
cretion does not lead to large luminosities (Fabian&Rees 1995;
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the secondary migrates inward within a gap under the action
of disk torques, while the inner disk is partially depleted by
accretion onto the primary black hole. The accretion rate onto
the primary black hole in this first phase is somewhat reduced
compared to the value it would have in the absence of a binary.
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panion to the disk merely increases the amount of angular
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further evolution, but we speculate that the final merger is likely
to occur within a common envelope formed from the disrupted
inner disk. As in the common envelope evolution of binary stars
(Taam, Bodenheimer, & Ostriker 1978), strong outflows are ex-
tremely likely, with characteristic velocities comparable to the
orbital velocity of ∼104 km s!1. Strong outflows from galactic
nuclei may therefore act as signposts to systems in which binaries
either are currently inspiralling or have recently merged.

3.2. Quiescent Galactic Nuclei from Black Hole Binaries

The timescale on which black holes form a hard binary
following a galactic merger depends upon the stellar dynamics
of the interaction between the binary and the stellar population.
Gas could well flow into the merged nucleus on a shorter
timescale (Hernquist & Mihos 1995). As a result, even if the
merging galaxies contain substantial quantities of gas, it is not
obvious that the resulting black hole binary will find itself in
a gas-rich environment.
Figure 2 also shows how the secondary migrates in disks
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one model with an initial accretion rate of 0.1 M, yr!1 and a
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and . Migration rates in!2 !1 510 M yr M p 6# 10 M, disk ,

these lower mass disks are substantially reduced, so it is pos-
sible that there could be a long-lived population of binaries
embedded in low-mass disks. The reduced level of accretion
onto the binary, due to the gravitational torques, could then
contribute to the surprisingly low levels of accretion inferred
in most local galactic nuclei. This suppression of accretion,
however, is only effective for cold gas. Hot gas, with low
specific angular momentum, can surmount the angular mo-
mentum barrier and replenish small disks around the binary
components (Bate & Bonnell 1997). Explaining why this ac-
cretion does not lead to large luminosities (Fabian&Rees 1995;
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No. 2] Binary Black Hole Accretion Flows in Merged Galactic Nuclei 431

Fig. 2. Snapshots of accretion flow from the circumbinary disk onto the supermassive BBHs in model 1. The origin is set on the center of mass of the
binary and all panels are shown in a binary rotation frame. Each panel shows the surface density in a range of three orders of magnitude in the logarithmic
scale. The solid circles denote the accretion radii of the primary and secondary black holes, respectively. The dashed and dotted circles represent the tidal
truncation radius and the outer Roche-lobe radius of q = 1:0 along with L2 and L3 , respectively. Annotated in each panel are the time in units of Porb

and the number of SPH particles NSPH.
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denotes the azimuthal average. While the azimuthally averaged
inner density is low, accretion still occurs in streams of gas (Fig. 2)
which have radially infalling velocity components.

3.2. Eccentricity and Ellipticity of the Disk

Dynamics of the inner disk is strongly nonlinear and time
dependent. The disk first becomes elliptical (Fig. 2, top) and then
eccentric (Fig. 2, bottom). The elliptical state is sustained only
on a single viscous timescale, but the subsequent eccentric state
is persistent and apparently represents a quasiYsteady state of the
circumbinary disk. Therefore,we focus on the eccentric disk in the
following discussion. We measure the magnitude of the eccen-
tricity, denoted by ẽ1, and the disk ellipticity, denoted by ẽ2, by

taking a time average of the density-weightedm ¼ 1 andm ¼ 2
components, respectively, of the radial velocity, normalized by
the density-weighted azimuthal velocity

ẽm "
h!vre im!i
!! !!

h!v!i
: ð9Þ

Figure 3 shows the final, quasiYsteady state disk eccentricity and
ellipticity as a function of radius. For 1:5a P r P 5a, the quantity
(ẽ21 þ ẽ22 )

1=2 is roughly approximated by the function exp (&r/a).
The eccentricity of the fluid in the central hole is nonlinear in the
sense that the associated epicyclic motion is (mildly) supersonic.
The disk eccentricity precesses slowly in the prograde direc-

tion, and the precession appears to be rigid at radii 2a < r < 4a.
The average precession rate of the eccentricity vector (the line of
apsides) at these radii is10

"prec '
d

dt
arg h!vrei!i

( 3:05 ; 10&3"bin: ð10Þ

This can be compared with the apsidal precession rate $̇ that
would be expected for a test particle orbiting in the gravitational
potential of the binary,

$̇ ¼ & 1

2r 2"K

d

dr
r 2

d#̃

dr

" #
; ð11Þ

where

#̃ ' h#iþ r 2"2
K ð12Þ

is the phase-averaged non-Keplerian contribution to the grav-
itational potential. Inserting the gravitational potential of the
binary (eq. [2]) in equations (12) and (11) yields

$̇ ¼ 3

16

r

a

$ %&2
"K þ O

r

a

$ %&4
"K

( 4 ; 10&3 r

3a

$ %&7=2
"bin: ð13Þ

10 In addition to the linear trend ""prect, the measured line of apsides ex-
ecutes quasi-periodic oscillations.

Fig. 2.—Disk surface density at 1000 binary revolutions (top) and at 4000
revolutions (bottom); the black dots indicate the location of the point masses. The
plotted region spans x/a ¼ )5 and y/a ¼ )5, showing the inner 20% (in radius)
of the simulation region.

Fig. 3.—Time-averaged disk eccentricity ẽ1 (solid line) and ellipticity ẽ2
(dotted line) as a function of radius after 4000 binary orbits. The two added in
quadrature (ẽ21 þ ẽ22 )

1=2 are also plotted (dot-dashed line). The dashed thin line is
the function exp (&r/a).
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course expected if the disk has settled in a quasiYsteady state
characterized by a balance of viscous and gravitational torques.
But the balance is not exact, because angular momentum is being
transported by the (weak) radial accretion and densitywaves in the
disk.

3.4. Fluid inside the Central Hole

Figure 6 shows that the fluid flow inside the central hole
(r P 2a) is noncircular. Of course, in this figure we only see the
highYpattern-speedm ¼ 2 component, whereas the lowYpattern-
speed m ¼ 1 component is stronger but not present after time
averaging in the rotating frame. Examining the instantaneous
flowwithin the central hole, we observe pinball-like behavior; a
fluid element located inside the hole receives a gravitational kick
near the pericenter and is ejected outward on an eccentric orbit
toward the inner edge of the disk. It eventually collides with the
inner edge at r " 2a. The momentum of the ejected fluid is trans-
ferred to the disk, and a shock wave is driven into the disk.

In x 4 we interpret the torque transfer by periodic kicking of the
eccentric fluid inside the central hole as a meanmotion resonance.
In addition to the tightly wound density wave observed in the frame
rotating with the binary, a strong, one-armed, long-wavelength
density wave is driven at the apocenter of the inner edge of the
disk. The latter wave precesses with a low pattern speed and,
hence, disappears when time averaging in the rotating frame.
The long-wavelength wave appears to be associated with the
propagation of the eccentric distortion in the disk.

3.5. Accretion into the Central Hole

The average mass accretion rate across the inner edge of the
integration domain is

Ṁ (rmin) # 2:5 ; 10$4(GMa)1=2!0: ð20Þ

This can be compared to the nominal accretion rate in a disk
without binary-induced torques,

Ṁfree ¼
d(r 2")

dr

! "$1
dTvisc
dr

" 6!"
h

r

# $2

(GMr)1=2!; ð21Þ

where we have assumed that in the disk without binary torque the
surface density is a weak function of radius. Then we have

Ṁ

Ṁfree

" 0:13
r

a

% &$1=2 !

!0

# $$1

: ð22Þ

The accretion rate ratio in equation (22) should be evaluated
at the outer edge of the zone where the binary forcing is signifi-
cant. This is the transition radius where the disk surface density
derivative changes sign, dh!i/dr " 0; outside this radius, angular
momentum transport in the disk is governed by nongravitational,
viscous torques only. Figures 1 and 4 suggest that the transition
radius is at r " 3a where h!i " 0:425!0. With this, Ṁ /Ṁfree "
0:18 < 1, which indicates that the accretion rate into the central
hole in the circumbinary disk is smaller than the accretion rate in a
disk without binary torque with comparable density.
The surface density profile of the disk exterior to the density

maximum at r " 3a is slightly steeper than the profile ! / r$1=2

expected in a constant-Ṁfree disk. However, the surface density
profile is significantly shallower than expected in a nonaccreting,
constant-Tvisc disk. In the absence of accretion through the central
hole, the disk behaves like a decretion disk (Pringle 1991), with
surface density profile! / r$1. This indicates that the outer disk
has not yet settled in the viscous quasiYsteady state; the simulated
disk is neither exactly an accretion nor a decretion disk.
Figure 7 shows the time dependence of the accretion rate. This

is the rate with which fluid flows across the inner boundary of the
simulated domain; this flow should ultimately accrete onto either
of the point masses or be otherwise removed (unbound) from the
system. The accretion rate is quasi-periodic and exhibits notable
low-frequency variation and periodic outbursts. The peak accre-
tion rate is a factor of"4 larger than the mean value. We discuss
the implications of the time-dependent accretion rate in x 5.

Fig. 6.—Same as Fig. 5, but with the addition of vectors representing the time-
averaged velocity of the fluid in the rotating frame in which the binary is at rest.
At r3a, the angular velocity approaches the negative angular velocity of the
binary, d#/dt ! $"bin. The brightest regions are density maxima. The plot does
not show the disk at radii rmin < r < 1:1a. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 7.—Time dependence of the accretion rate dM /dt ¼ Ṁ ¼ r
R
vr! d#

across the inner edge of the integration domain, r ¼ rmin ¼ a, at "4000 binary
revolutions after the beginning of the simulation.
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Figure 1. Logarithmic maps of the disc column density (in units of Ma−2
0 ) at different times during the simulation. The panel at t = 0 shows the smooth

initial conditions. Until t ≈ 350!−1
0 , material piles up at R ≈ 3a0 as a result of the torques shown in Fig. 3, forming a dense ring. The ring breaks due to its

self-gravity (see Fig. 4), spreading the gas approximately over the original radial range. A spiral pattern develops, and the disc stays in that state until at least
t ≈ 1200 !−1

0 , when the simulation ends.

Figure 2. Azimuthally averaged column density of the disc at times t !0 =
0, 50, 150, 250, . . . , 550. Initially (solid line), the disc has a surface density
profile " ∝ R−1 and extends for 2 < R/a0 < 5. Until t ! 350!−1

0 (dotted
lines) the material piles up at R ≈ 3 a0 and forms an increasingly dense ring.
This ring finally becomes unstable due to its self-gravity and breaks, making
the density profile flatter for t " 350 !−1

0 (dashed lines).

Figure 3. Azimuthally averaged differential torques dG/dR averaged over
the interval t!0 = 30–50. Torque is dominated by gravitational effects, both
due to the binary (green line) and the disc itself (purple). Pressure (blue)
and artificial viscosity (red) effects are negligible, except at the disc edges,
where a very small amount of gas is affected.
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Gap Refills:  

Milosavljevic & Phinney 2005,  Shapiro 2010 

Mass Loss

Disk’s Response to Recoil

over the course of the transient, where !!=!1 ¼
ðr1=riscoÞ3=4 % 8:2 in our example. Over the same time
frame, the total luminosity increases according to
Eq. (28), whereby Lð1Þ=Lð0Þ ¼ r1=risco % 16:7 in this
example [43].

The increase in total luminosity is plotted as a function
of time in Fig. 5. The characteristic timescale over which
the transient lasts is "#& 10–100, or, according to Eqs. (9)
and (10), "t& ð10–100Þtvis. We note that the timescale tvis

defined by Eq. (9) is related to the viscous timescale at the
inner edge of initial disk, r1, where the initial surface
density, !ð0; r1Þ, is identically zero [Eq. (4)]. The gas
that establishes the final equilibrium flow at the ISCO
originates from radii r ' r1, where the density !ð0; rÞ is
nonzero and closer to its final equilibrium value. Since the
viscous timescale on which this gas drifts inward varies
like r2, the equilibration timescale is therefore much longer
than tvis.
The luminosity increase with time is directly correlated

with the increase in the accretion rate at the ISCO, as is
evident from Fig. 5. That the two curves plotted in the
figure line up so closely once the transient gets underway
(# * 0:1Þ can be explained as follows: during this epoch,
the surface density in the main radiating, inner region is
found numerically to satisfy the approximate relation

!!ðt; rÞ % CðtÞð1( ðrisco=rÞ1=2Þ; (31)

where the factor CðtÞ climbs from near zero initially to its
late, asymptotic value Cð1Þ ¼ ð!!Þ1 [see Eq. (5)]. Using
Eq. (31) in Eq. (29) yields

LðtÞ=Lð1Þ % Cðt0Þ=ð!!Þ1: (32)

Using Eq. (31) in Eq. (6) to calculate _MiscoðtÞ, and inserting
Eq. (8), then gives

_M iscoðt0Þ= _M1 % LðtÞ=Lð1Þ; (33)

which explains the numerical result revealed in Fig. 5.
Consistent with the fit (31) for the surface density is the
implication that the accretion rate in innermost region near
the ISCO must be nearly independent of r during the
transient, _Mðt; rÞ % 3$CðtÞ. This result is verified numeri-
cally in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Profiles of the local disk accretion rate _M at select
times # following the binary BHBH merger [see Eq. (6)]. The
curves are labeled as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The frequency distribution of the emitted electromag-
netic thermal radiation at select times # following the binary
BHBH merger. The nondimensional distribution function f! and
photon frequency x are defined in Eqs. (19)–(21). The curves are
labeled as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Profiles of the disk surface density ! at select times #
during accretion following the binary BHBH merger. The disk
decoupling radius is at r1 ¼ 100M, and the ISCO is at risco ¼
6M, where M is the mass of the black hole remnat. The initial
(final) equilibrium disk is indicated by the heavy solid (dashed)
curve. Profiles at intermediate times are shown by dotted curves
at # ¼ 0:0694, 0.208, 0.347, 0.694, 1.39, 2.78, 6.94, 69.4, and
6940.
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Fig. 2.—Redshifts at which emission from an Eddington-accreting (ṁ p
) black hole of mass M can be detected with 105 s exposure using the in-1
strument ACIS-I on Chandra (dark gray) and the Hafnium superconducting
tunneling junction (STJ) detector on XEUS before mission upgrade (light gray).
We assume that 10 counts constitute detection and ignore absorption and
confusion. The disk spectra were thermal modified blackbody spectra for a
nearly maximally spinning black hole, . We assume the standarda p 0.9∗
LCDM cosmology with km s!1 Mpc!1, , and .H p 70 Q p 0.3 Q p 0.70 m L

ences therein). The velocity of the recoiled black hole,
km s!1, is much smaller than the orbital velocity ofv ! 300rec

the disk at the inner edge, ∼ km s!1. Disk material at42# 10
radius r remains entirely bound to the black hole if its orbital
velocity prior to the recoil is larger than ∼ ,1/2(GM/r) 2.4vrec
which is true for the inner disk. The recoil drives waves and
warps in the outer disk. If these result in shocks or obscuration,
they could result in an observable EM signature.
More certain is the afterglow due to the viscous migration

of the inner edge of the disk and consequent turn-on of X-ray
emission from a rapidly accreting AGN. LISA will detect with
a high signal-to-noise ratio the coalescence of black holes with
masses at redshifts . Can the EM5 7 !110 –10 (1" z) M z ! 20,

afterglow also be detected? From Table 1, we estimate the
observed interval between the two signals. For3Dt ∼ (1" z)tsh4
example, for the merger of two black holes at510 M z p,

, assuming , we find˙5 a p b p h p m p v p 1!1 !1 !1 0.2
yr for a graybody disk truncated at . A strongDt ∼ 2 r p 2aedge

recoil could shorten this. Most of the luminosity of the post-
coalescent accretion disk around a black hole is4 610 –10 M,

emitted at rest-frame energies keV (see Fig. 1),hn ∼ 0.5–5
which fall within the sensitivity windows of future X-ray de-
tectors such as XEUS4 and Generation-X.5 XEUS could see this
emission at for " black holes. For smaller black5z ∼ 20 10 M,

holes, the maximum redshift for detection decreases with the
decreasing mass (see Fig. 2).
At , the James Webb Space Telescope6 is sensitive toz ! 20

rest-frame mid-UV to near-IR, which come from the disk radii
exterior to the inner edge at decoupling (Fig. 1). Therefore, the
postcoalescence IR-optical flux will not be very different from
the precoalescence flux. An exception would be if the merged
black hole were enshrouded by a large column depth of gas
and dust. Then, the UV–X-ray emission would be reprocessed
to longer wavelengths. Such a shrouded merger could be iden-
tified by a sudden increase in IR luminosity.
We therefore propose that locations with detected GR signals

from MBH coalescence be monitored in the 0.1–10 keV band

4 See http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?projectpxeus.
5 See http://generation-x.gsfc.nasa.gov.
6 See http://www.stsci.edu/jwst.

at high angular resolution. The angular resolution of LISA
ranges from several arcminutes to several degrees depending
on the black hole mass, mass ratio, and redshift (Cutler 1998;
Hughes 2002). Therefore, multiple exposures of an X-ray tele-
scope may be necessary for some sources. A possibly confusing
source of X-ray flares are tidal disruptions of main-sequence
stars (Rees 1990; Cannizzo et al. 1990; Komossa et al. 2004).
Detection of the afterglow of MBH coalescence will help pin-
point the location and hence redshift of GR sources. The de-
tailed light curve of the afterglow will probe the structure of
the accretion disk as it moves toward the black hole and will
also shed light on the cosmological assembly of MBHs.
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uable discussions. M. M. was supported at Caltech by a post-
doctoral fellowship from the Sherman Fairchild Foundation.
E. S. P. was supported in part by NASA ATP grants NAG5-
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TABLE 1
Disk at Decouplinga

Variable
(1)

Factor
(2)

a!1
(3)

˙h /m!1
(4)

l
(5)

M6
(6)

b!1, 4q/(1 " q)2
(7)

v0.2
(8)

a/(GM/c2) . . . . . . . 117 !0.34 0.24 0.70 0.08 0.42 !0.08
T (106 K) . . . . . . . 1.7 0.19 !0.86 !1.95 !0.28 !0.49 0.30
tsh (yr) . . . . . . . . . . 9.4 !1.36 0.98 2.80 1.32 1.7, 0.7 !0.34
h/r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.46 0.76 !2.43 !3.80 !0.12 !0.95 !1.19

. . . . . . . . .P /Prad gas 2600 1.67 !4.25 !7.35 !0.04 !1.84 2.17
. . . . . . . . . .k /kes abs 46000 1.76 !4.68 !8.32 !0.18 !2.08 2.32

Q (105) . . . . . . . . . 4.5 2.12 !2.41 !6.61 !1.44 !1.65 1.53
. . . . . . . .Q /Qadv rad 0.44 1.52 !4.86 !7.60 !0.24 !1.90 2.38

e (10!3) . . . . . . . . . 1.4 !0.84 2.37 4.20 0.08 1.05 !0.21
Mdisk (M,) . . . . . . 96 !1.17 !0.88 !1.15 2.04 0.21 !0.04

a Variable in col. (1), defined in the text, equals the factor in col. (2) times the product of column
head parameters raised to the exponents indicated in cols. (3)–(8), where we assume .m p 0.6
All quantities except for are evaluated at the edge of the disk.Mdisk

Fig. 1.—Representative thermal disk spectra before the coalescence (thin
lines) and after (thick lines). The spectra are modified blackbody spectra of
Eddington-limited ( ) accretion disks around black holes of massṁ p 1

( from right to left) and dimensionless spin parameter4 5 6M p (10 , 10 , 10 ) M,

(we ignored Doppler broadening). Only the emission from rings ina p 0.9∗
the disk with was taken into account. These crude spectra are2r ! 1000GM/c
compatible with detailed models of Hubeny et al. (2001). We do not show
thermal emission from any accretion disks around individual black holes that
may be fed by the gas flow crossing the hollowed region.

following decoupling the accretion rate will likely be the largest
anywhere among black holes of the same mass. The surface
density is thus parametrized via

4 GMmp ˙nS p m. (3)
3 hcjT

Another way to characterize the surface density is via the total
mass of the disk (see Table 1), out to the radius whereMdisk
the temperature falls below 104 K (see below).
To determine the disk properties at the time of decoupling,

we equate with , which with the expression for the viscosityt tsh gr
determines the midplane temperature near the disk edge in terms
of the semimajor axis. This is then used in equations (2) and (3)
to solve for the semimajor axis a, the edge surface density S,
and the edge midplane temperature T at decoupling. Self-
consistent solutions are in the radiation pressure–dominated and
electron scattering–dominated regime. The results are summa-
rized in Table 1. We have defined , ,a p 0.1a b p 0.1bgas !1 !1

, , and .6h p 0.1h M p 10 M M v p 0.2v!1 6 , 0.2
We calculate the disk scale height–to–radius ratio h/r p
. For the fiducial choice of parametersS/rr a p b p!1 !1

, the disk is marginally˙h p l p m p M p q p v p 1!1 6 0.2

geometrically thick at the inner edge. We ignore horizontal and
vertical advection but do provide an estimate of the advected-
to-radiated heat flux ratio . Ignoring radiative loss, weQ /Qadv rad
find the advected flux equals ,3 2Q p (4g ! 12g )nSP /rradv p T rad4
where ; in our disk,g { d ln (r, T )/d ln r (4g ! 12g ) ∼r, T p T

. In the fiducial disk, horizontal advection is competitive with8
radiative diffusion, implying that the true disk is geometrically
thinner than ours, as in the “slim-disk” solutions of Abramo-
wicz et al. (1988). Just how large could the parameter be?ṁ
The disk must be thin at the edge , implying (we(h/r) K 1edge
ignore the weak dependence on a, M, and m)

0.39 1.56 2 0.39 !0.49ṁ K 1.4b h l [4q/(1" q) ] v , (4)!1 !1 0.2

which allows for when . A trustworthy disk modelṁ k 1 q K 1
should also be gravitationally stable, with 2Q { Q /pGr 1 1
throughout. We have checked that the disk structures for

have inside the radius where T falls below6M ≤ 10 M Q 1 1,

104 K and the disks become susceptible to ionization instability.
We do not extrapolate our disks beyond this radius.

3. DETECTION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC AFTERGLOW

The precoalescent circumbinary disk is expected to be lu-
minous in IR with a negligible X-ray counterpart (Fig. 1).
Unfortunately, this IR source may be confused with the light
of the host galaxy. Barth et al. (2004) recently studied the dwarf
galaxy POX 52, which appears to contain a 51.6# 10 M,

black hole accreting at about the Eddington rate (Greene & Ho
2004 list other similar candidates). The optical luminosity of
the POX 52 black hole is about the same as that of the galaxy,
so it seems unlikely that the MBH binary can be identified
electromagnetically before the merger.
The black holes merge after decoupling, where ist /4 tgr gr

evaluated at decoupling. The gravitational wave losses during
merger immediately perturb the potential in which the sur-
rounding gas orbits, giving a (weak) prompt EM signature.
Subsequently, the inner edge of the accretion disk migrates
inward on timescale ∼ , arriving at the merged black holet ∼ tsh gr
∼ after the merger. Its arrival is accompanied by rapid ac-3 tsh4
cretion and the activation of an X-ray active galactic nucleus
(AGN). We consider these two distinct types of EM signatures
in turn.
The few percent reduction in the total black hole mass due

to gravitational wave losses excites a weak axisymmetric wave
in the disk. More interestingly, the coalescence may be accom-
panied by radiation recoil (e.g., Merritt et al. 2004 and refer-

Corrales et al 2009

Schnittman & Krolik 2008
Lippai et al 2008

Shields & Bonning 2008

O’Neill et al. 2009
Megevand et al 2009
Krolik 2010



Post-merger: Recoil Consequences

BBH Mergers recoil with  wide range of velocities v < 4000 km/s: 

(see Hinder arxiv1001.5161 for references)

Hyperbolic encounters, e.g. (Healey et al. v~10000km/s) may be unlikely

Dry merger ensembles predict sizeable velocities still: 

Schnittman 2004, Bogdanovic et al 2007, Lousto et al. arxiv-0910.3197 

Accretion may align the black holes, resulting in smaller kicks:  

Bogdanovic, Reynolds, Miller 2007,   Perego et al. 2009  

Isolated SMBH/AGN : 

Redmount & Rees 1989

Merritt et al 2004, Madau & Quataert 2004

Off-nucleus Hypercompact Stellar Systems:  Merritt, Schnittman, Komossa 2009

Resurgence of Tidal Disruption Events: Merritt & Komossa 2008a
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Figure 3. Comparison of the mass accretion rate across the ISCO for hydrodynamic (left) and MHD (right) models. Mass-loss values of 10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed
line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In hydrodynamic disks, accretion never resumes after the mass-loss event.
In model M10, however, there is a initial drop in accretion rate, followed by a gradual resumption of accretion over the viscous timescale. The initial accretion rate
prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 4. Comparison of the bremsstrahlung luminosity as measured between R = 5–35 M for hydrodynamic (left) and MHD (right) models. Mass-loss values of
10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In both hydrodynamic and MHD disks, there
is barely any increase in the luminosity. There is, however, a drop in luminosity that depends upon the fractional mass lost, followed by a gradual recovery. The initial
luminosity prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and 2) actually works to reduce the total bremsstrahlung
luminosity, followed by a recovery as the shock passes through
the region. Simultaneously, the oscillations deplete material
from the inner regions of our integration volume, also acting
to lower the luminosity. The net effect of these processes is a
total bremsstrahlung luminosity that essentially never increases
above the baseline level.

In order to examine only the effects of shocks and rarefactions
on this disk, we show in Figure 5 the bremsstrahlung emission
in a narrow annulus ranging from R = 20 to 25 M, well
outside the range of motion of the inner edge of the disk. In
fact, Figure 5 clearly shows indications of each of the pressure
and density features seen in Figures 1 and 2. Considering for the
moment models M10/H10, the luminosity increases at first by
about 10%–20% as the perturbation moves through the volume.
This is followed by a sharp ! 90% net drop in luminosity as
the rarefaction passes through. The next compression causes

the next luminosity increase, which can be significant for
models H10, H5, and M10, all of which produce shocks.
We see, however, that shocks only increase the luminosity
by at most ∼40% above its original value. Furthermore, this
enhancement is not long-lived. Once the next rarefaction arrives,
the luminosity drops again, and it is not obvious that the
net luminosity will be significantly increased over long times.
While Figure 5 confirms that the shocks and rarefactions are
behaving as expected, we emphasize that the observed trends in
luminosity are essentially local phenomena. When the emission
from several such annuli is summed, as shown in Figure 4
for example, we see no significant increase in bremsstrahlung
luminosity. This suggests that any local increases in luminosity
are constantly being offset by decreases elsewhere in the disk.

In fact, the drop in bremsstrahlung luminosity is the dominant
feature in Figures 4 and 5. As mentioned, the M10/H10 models
in particular feature a ! 90% reduction in luminosity, followed
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Figure 4. Comparison of the bremsstrahlung luminosity as measured between R = 5–35 M for hydrodynamic (left) and MHD (right) models. Mass-loss values of
10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In both hydrodynamic and MHD disks, there
is barely any increase in the luminosity. There is, however, a drop in luminosity that depends upon the fractional mass lost, followed by a gradual recovery. The initial
luminosity prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and 2) actually works to reduce the total bremsstrahlung
luminosity, followed by a recovery as the shock passes through
the region. Simultaneously, the oscillations deplete material
from the inner regions of our integration volume, also acting
to lower the luminosity. The net effect of these processes is a
total bremsstrahlung luminosity that essentially never increases
above the baseline level.

In order to examine only the effects of shocks and rarefactions
on this disk, we show in Figure 5 the bremsstrahlung emission
in a narrow annulus ranging from R = 20 to 25 M, well
outside the range of motion of the inner edge of the disk. In
fact, Figure 5 clearly shows indications of each of the pressure
and density features seen in Figures 1 and 2. Considering for the
moment models M10/H10, the luminosity increases at first by
about 10%–20% as the perturbation moves through the volume.
This is followed by a sharp ! 90% net drop in luminosity as
the rarefaction passes through. The next compression causes

the next luminosity increase, which can be significant for
models H10, H5, and M10, all of which produce shocks.
We see, however, that shocks only increase the luminosity
by at most ∼40% above its original value. Furthermore, this
enhancement is not long-lived. Once the next rarefaction arrives,
the luminosity drops again, and it is not obvious that the
net luminosity will be significantly increased over long times.
While Figure 5 confirms that the shocks and rarefactions are
behaving as expected, we emphasize that the observed trends in
luminosity are essentially local phenomena. When the emission
from several such annuli is summed, as shown in Figure 4
for example, we see no significant increase in bremsstrahlung
luminosity. This suggests that any local increases in luminosity
are constantly being offset by decreases elsewhere in the disk.
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feature in Figures 4 and 5. As mentioned, the M10/H10 models
in particular feature a ! 90% reduction in luminosity, followed
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from the inner regions of our integration volume, also acting
to lower the luminosity. The net effect of these processes is a
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above the baseline level.

In order to examine only the effects of shocks and rarefactions
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in a narrow annulus ranging from R = 20 to 25 M, well
outside the range of motion of the inner edge of the disk. In
fact, Figure 5 clearly shows indications of each of the pressure
and density features seen in Figures 1 and 2. Considering for the
moment models M10/H10, the luminosity increases at first by
about 10%–20% as the perturbation moves through the volume.
This is followed by a sharp ! 90% net drop in luminosity as
the rarefaction passes through. The next compression causes
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models H10, H5, and M10, all of which produce shocks.
We see, however, that shocks only increase the luminosity
by at most ∼40% above its original value. Furthermore, this
enhancement is not long-lived. Once the next rarefaction arrives,
the luminosity drops again, and it is not obvious that the
net luminosity will be significantly increased over long times.
While Figure 5 confirms that the shocks and rarefactions are
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10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In both hydrodynamic and MHD disks, there
is barely any increase in the luminosity. There is, however, a drop in luminosity that depends upon the fractional mass lost, followed by a gradual recovery. The initial
luminosity prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and 2) actually works to reduce the total bremsstrahlung
luminosity, followed by a recovery as the shock passes through
the region. Simultaneously, the oscillations deplete material
from the inner regions of our integration volume, also acting
to lower the luminosity. The net effect of these processes is a
total bremsstrahlung luminosity that essentially never increases
above the baseline level.

In order to examine only the effects of shocks and rarefactions
on this disk, we show in Figure 5 the bremsstrahlung emission
in a narrow annulus ranging from R = 20 to 25 M, well
outside the range of motion of the inner edge of the disk. In
fact, Figure 5 clearly shows indications of each of the pressure
and density features seen in Figures 1 and 2. Considering for the
moment models M10/H10, the luminosity increases at first by
about 10%–20% as the perturbation moves through the volume.
This is followed by a sharp ! 90% net drop in luminosity as
the rarefaction passes through. The next compression causes

the next luminosity increase, which can be significant for
models H10, H5, and M10, all of which produce shocks.
We see, however, that shocks only increase the luminosity
by at most ∼40% above its original value. Furthermore, this
enhancement is not long-lived. Once the next rarefaction arrives,
the luminosity drops again, and it is not obvious that the
net luminosity will be significantly increased over long times.
While Figure 5 confirms that the shocks and rarefactions are
behaving as expected, we emphasize that the observed trends in
luminosity are essentially local phenomena. When the emission
from several such annuli is summed, as shown in Figure 4
for example, we see no significant increase in bremsstrahlung
luminosity. This suggests that any local increases in luminosity
are constantly being offset by decreases elsewhere in the disk.

In fact, the drop in bremsstrahlung luminosity is the dominant
feature in Figures 4 and 5. As mentioned, the M10/H10 models
in particular feature a ! 90% reduction in luminosity, followed
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Figure 5. Comparison of the bremsstrahlung luminosity as measured between R = 20–25 M for hydrodynamic (left) and MHD (right) models. Mass-loss values of
10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In both hydrodynamic and MHD disks,
there is an initial increase in luminosity, followed by a drop that depends upon the fractional mass lost. This is then followed by a sharp recovery as the shock passes
through, followed by another drop. Although there are short-lived increases in the luminosity of this single annulus, Figure 4 shows that such features are not visible
when the luminosities are summed over a larger region. The initial luminosity prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

by a gradual recovery. This effect is much more dramatic than the
minor luminosity increase produced by the initial perturbation,
as seen in Figure 5. Moreover, we see that the presence of this
luminosity dip does not require shock formation. Specifically,
the H1/M1 models feature a ∼20% reduction in luminosity and
do not form shocks. This is significant since models without
shocks are no longer constrained by the ε > h/r requirement
and may thus be related to more luminous systems.

A comparison of Figures 4 and 5 also illustrates that the
recovery time of the prompt bremsstrahlung luminosity drop
is determined at least in part by the size of the region we
choose to examine. The bremsstrahlung luminosity profile of
M10 in Figure 4, for example, resembles the profile of Ṁ , but
the reasons for these similar profiles are quite different. In the
case of Ṁ , the recovery time was determined by the physical
parameters that feed into the viscous timescale. In the case of
the bremsstrahlung luminosity, Figures 4 and 5 show that the
recovery time depends upon the size of the sampling volume.
From an observational point of view, this implies that, in the case
in which the observed luminosity is predominantly powered
by accretion onto the binary, one may be able to measure the
viscous timescale of the circumbinary disk from the light curve
and thus constrain the structure of the disk. Alternately, if the
true luminosity is dominated by emission from the disk itself
(here estimated in the form of bremsstrahlung emission), the
drop in flux may be detected as a consequence of the mass loss.
The length of the drop in that case, however, would not reflect
the viscous timescale.

4. OBSERVABILITY

The observability of signals from mass loss due to gravita-
tional wave emission depends on the flux and duration of the
event, but also on the angular localization possible from LISA
observations. In this section, we explore various possible sig-
nals and observing strategies. We focus primarily on the ener-
getics (as opposed to detailed spectral modeling), but note that
the strongest signals are likely to be found in the X-ray band
or, in some scenarios, the radio band. Both of these bands are
dominated by processes associated with the innermost parts of

the accretion disk, where the effects of the abrupt mass loss
are the strongest. Furthermore, they can penetrate significant
columns of circumnuclear matter that may be present. On the
other hand, ultraviolet, optical, and infrared variations are likely
to be relatively weak due to dilution by the outer accretion disk
and starlight and will be much more susceptible to absorption.
Note however that the precursor signature in any band may be
difficult to observe in Compton-thick AGN due to obscuration.

We briefly comment upon the mechanism by which distur-
bances in the accretion disk may be reflected in the observed
X-ray and radio fluxes. X-rays are likely produced via thermal
Comptonization of softer disk photons by a corona of energetic
electrons. The energy source for this corona is believed to be
the accretion disk itself; abrupt changes in the energetics of the
disk are very likely to lead to abrupt changes in coronal heat-
ing and X-ray emission. Radio emission is associated with jets
formed in the inner accretion disk or, possibly, the black hole
magnetosphere. Even in the black hole magnetosphere scenario
where the power source of the jet is ultimately the black hole
spin (Blandford & Znajek 1977), the magnetic fields are gen-
erated by currents in the disk and hence the jet (and associated
high-frequency radio emission) will quickly respond to changes
in the inner accretion disk. Thus, both X-ray and radio emission
are expected to drop significantly if the inner accretion disk is
disrupted or recedes and should increase as the inner accretion
disk is replenished.

As a practical matter, it is very important to recognize that
AGNs are intrinsically variable and have many different spec-
tral distributions. For example, the narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy
NGC 4051 exhibits rms variation of tens of percent in X-ray
emission from ∼10−8 to 10−3 Hz (McHardy et al. 2004). AGN
light curves are also known to be non-Gaussian, sometimes
showing large flares (e.g., Leighly & O’Brien 1997). There-
fore, mere detectability of the flux excess or deficit from a
given effect is not sufficient to make the source stand out from
other AGNs. If, however, a predicted flux change happens at the
point of merger as determined by gravitational wave observa-
tions, the probability that this is an unrelated source drops dra-
matically. In addition, such simultaneity between electromag-
netic and gravitational radiations would constrain strongly any
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Figure 5. Comparison of the bremsstrahlung luminosity as measured between R = 20–25 M for hydrodynamic (left) and MHD (right) models. Mass-loss values of
10% (solid lines), 5% (dashed line), and 1% (dot-dashed lines) are shown, with the mass-loss event taking place at t = 0. In both hydrodynamic and MHD disks,
there is an initial increase in luminosity, followed by a drop that depends upon the fractional mass lost. This is then followed by a sharp recovery as the shock passes
through, followed by another drop. Although there are short-lived increases in the luminosity of this single annulus, Figure 4 shows that such features are not visible
when the luminosities are summed over a larger region. The initial luminosity prior to the binary merger is shown at times < 0 for reference.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

by a gradual recovery. This effect is much more dramatic than the
minor luminosity increase produced by the initial perturbation,
as seen in Figure 5. Moreover, we see that the presence of this
luminosity dip does not require shock formation. Specifically,
the H1/M1 models feature a ∼20% reduction in luminosity and
do not form shocks. This is significant since models without
shocks are no longer constrained by the ε > h/r requirement
and may thus be related to more luminous systems.

A comparison of Figures 4 and 5 also illustrates that the
recovery time of the prompt bremsstrahlung luminosity drop
is determined at least in part by the size of the region we
choose to examine. The bremsstrahlung luminosity profile of
M10 in Figure 4, for example, resembles the profile of Ṁ , but
the reasons for these similar profiles are quite different. In the
case of Ṁ , the recovery time was determined by the physical
parameters that feed into the viscous timescale. In the case of
the bremsstrahlung luminosity, Figures 4 and 5 show that the
recovery time depends upon the size of the sampling volume.
From an observational point of view, this implies that, in the case
in which the observed luminosity is predominantly powered
by accretion onto the binary, one may be able to measure the
viscous timescale of the circumbinary disk from the light curve
and thus constrain the structure of the disk. Alternately, if the
true luminosity is dominated by emission from the disk itself
(here estimated in the form of bremsstrahlung emission), the
drop in flux may be detected as a consequence of the mass loss.
The length of the drop in that case, however, would not reflect
the viscous timescale.

4. OBSERVABILITY

The observability of signals from mass loss due to gravita-
tional wave emission depends on the flux and duration of the
event, but also on the angular localization possible from LISA
observations. In this section, we explore various possible sig-
nals and observing strategies. We focus primarily on the ener-
getics (as opposed to detailed spectral modeling), but note that
the strongest signals are likely to be found in the X-ray band
or, in some scenarios, the radio band. Both of these bands are
dominated by processes associated with the innermost parts of

the accretion disk, where the effects of the abrupt mass loss
are the strongest. Furthermore, they can penetrate significant
columns of circumnuclear matter that may be present. On the
other hand, ultraviolet, optical, and infrared variations are likely
to be relatively weak due to dilution by the outer accretion disk
and starlight and will be much more susceptible to absorption.
Note however that the precursor signature in any band may be
difficult to observe in Compton-thick AGN due to obscuration.

We briefly comment upon the mechanism by which distur-
bances in the accretion disk may be reflected in the observed
X-ray and radio fluxes. X-rays are likely produced via thermal
Comptonization of softer disk photons by a corona of energetic
electrons. The energy source for this corona is believed to be
the accretion disk itself; abrupt changes in the energetics of the
disk are very likely to lead to abrupt changes in coronal heat-
ing and X-ray emission. Radio emission is associated with jets
formed in the inner accretion disk or, possibly, the black hole
magnetosphere. Even in the black hole magnetosphere scenario
where the power source of the jet is ultimately the black hole
spin (Blandford & Znajek 1977), the magnetic fields are gen-
erated by currents in the disk and hence the jet (and associated
high-frequency radio emission) will quickly respond to changes
in the inner accretion disk. Thus, both X-ray and radio emission
are expected to drop significantly if the inner accretion disk is
disrupted or recedes and should increase as the inner accretion
disk is replenished.

As a practical matter, it is very important to recognize that
AGNs are intrinsically variable and have many different spec-
tral distributions. For example, the narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy
NGC 4051 exhibits rms variation of tens of percent in X-ray
emission from ∼10−8 to 10−3 Hz (McHardy et al. 2004). AGN
light curves are also known to be non-Gaussian, sometimes
showing large flares (e.g., Leighly & O’Brien 1997). There-
fore, mere detectability of the flux excess or deficit from a
given effect is not sufficient to make the source stand out from
other AGNs. If, however, a predicted flux change happens at the
point of merger as determined by gravitational wave observa-
tions, the probability that this is an unrelated source drops dra-
matically. In addition, such simultaneity between electromag-
netic and gravitational radiations would constrain strongly any
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Table 1
Simulations of Circumbinary Accretion Disks Experiencing a

Central Mass Loss

ID Type of Simulationa Resolutionb εc

H10 Hydrodynamic 768 × 256 0.10
M10 MHD 768 × 256 × 32 0.10
H5 Hydrodynamic 768 × 256 0.05
H1 Hydrodynamic 768 × 256 0.01
M1 MHD 768 × 256 × 32 0.01

Notes.
a All simulations are initialized from a single three-dimensional MHD model.
Models M10 and M1 use the full data as initial conditions while models H10,
H5, and H1 input only the azimuthally averaged hydrodynamic variables.
b Resolution is listed as R × θ (×φ). The physical extent of the grid is
R ∈ (4 M, 100 M), θ ∈ (0.05π, 0.95π ), φ ∈ (0, π/6).
c We define ε as the fraction of the total initial mass lost through the binary
merger, and we model the central mass loss as an instantaneous event. In the
figures and discussion, the mass loss is described as taking place at a time t = 0.

3.3. Simulation Results

We now describe the results of our simulations of accretion
disks surrounding central objects that have lost mass through
the prompt emission of gravitational waves. It is worth noting
that we will frequently use descriptors such as the gravitational
radius and the ISCO orbital period, both of which are defined
in terms of the central mass. Rather than having to adjust our
spatial and temporal reference scales after the mass-loss event,
all distances and times are given in units of the initial central
mass.

3.3.1. Disk Response and the Formation of Shocks

As described earlier, the basic response of any orbiting fluid
element to a sudden reduction in the central mass is radial
oscillation. Since the disk material is suddenly at the pericenter
of what will become its new orbit, the initial radial motion after
the mass-loss event is directed outward (vr > 0). As expected,
all of our simulated disks feature this generic behavior, and
the amount of outward disk motion is observed to depend
upon the fraction of central mass that has been lost. Since
the hydrodynamic “H” models and MHD “M” models feature
very similar large-scale disk dynamics, we will focus in this
section primarily on the simpler hydrodynamic models, noting
differences in the MHD cases at the end of the section.

We first discuss model H10, which features the largest
amount of central mass loss and therefore the most dramatic
disk response. Defining disk material by a density cutoff of
ρdisk ! 0.01ρ0, the inner edge of the H10 disk is seen to migrate
out from r ∼ 4 M to r ∼ 12 M in just over one ISCO orbit.
The progress of the inner edge of material then stalls out at this
radius while the initial perturbation from its motion continues
to propagate radially outward. The innermost edge then returns
radially inward, reaching a minimum radius of approximately
r ∼ 8 M before beginning the next cycle of oscillation. This first
oscillation is completed in a total of roughly four ISCO orbits
before the next cycle begins. We should mention that the entire
body of the disk is undergoing similar oscillations, but that the
inner disk oscillation timescale is shortest and thus most easily
identified.

Each of the first two inner disk oscillations in model H10
drives a signal radially outward through the body of the disk. The
detailed structures of these features change as they propagate
through the disk, but they are generally identifiable at later

times. The lower-left panel of Figure 1 shows the instantaneous
midplane pressure profile for model H10 at t = 384 M ,
approximately six ISCO orbits after the mass-loss event. The
initial disk perturbation is now seen as a small peak near
r = 28 M , while the second signal forms a very prominent peak
at r = 12 M . The two signals are separated by a rarefaction
with a pressure nearly an order of magnitude below the pre-
loss pressure value (shown in Figure 1 as a dashed line). This
rarefaction, caused by the local depletion of disk material into
the regions of enhanced density and pressure, also propagates
radially outward, bracketed radially by the two pressure peaks.
The steepness of the leading edge of the inner pressure feature
in this figure suggests that this oscillation is driving a shock
radially outward into the disk. Similarly, Figure 2 shows a
rendering of the disk density at four different times during the
evolution of model H10. In this figure, the initial perturbation
is only easily seen at t = 134 M , but the second stronger
perturbation is identifiable at both t = 384 M and t = 1384 M .
We also note that the disk material behind the second density/
pressure enhancement can be seen expanding vertically out of
the midplane, suggesting that heating is taking place. As seen in
the bottom two panels of Figure 2, this heated material actually
gets ahead of the midplane shock front by pushing quickly
through the relatively diffuse material at higher latitudes before
spiraling back into the disk. After the first two oscillations,
subsequent individual oscillation events become much more
difficult to identify (see the bottom-right panel of Figure 2), and
the inner edge of the disk gradually settles down to a radius
r ∼ 9 M .

In contrast, model H1 does not feature enough central mass
loss to form shocks. The upper-left panel of Figure 1 shows
the pressure profile of model H1, also approximately six ISCO
orbits after the mass loss. There is an identifiable feature near
r ∼ 15 M that corresponds to the second disk oscillation, but
it is too broad to be a shock. Moreover, it is difficult to identify
the initial pressure signal, which no longer stands out above the
background profile. The inner edge of the H1 disk moves at most
a few gravitational radii as a result of the mass-loss event, and
this motion is simply insufficient to drive shocks into the disk.
Unsurprisingly, model H5 features behavior that is bracketed
by the other two models. Specifically, the upper-right panel of
Figure 1 shows that H5 appears to form a shock on the second
disk oscillation, but also that the initial pressure signal does
not stand out. The rarefaction between these two peaks is also
visible, but reduced from that of H10.

Combined, these three simple models suggest that there
is a lower limit to the amount of central mass loss capable
of generating shocks in an accretion disk. This limit is not
surprising, given that the requirement for a shock to form is
vr > cs, assuming that vr is also an approximation of relative
velocity in the system. Rewriting cs ∼ (h/r)vφ and noting
that vr/vφ ≈ ε for mass-loss events, the requirement becomes
ε > h/r . Although we have not fully explored the parameter
space of mass-loss values, our simulations are consistent with
this limit in that shocks only fail to form in the one model for
which ε < h/r , and we expect this simple trend to apply more
generally to any thin disk aspect ratio. As we will discuss in
Section 4.1, this limits us to considering shocks only in low-
luminosity systems for which h/r < ε, which is itself much
less than unity.

Finally, we point out that the three-dimensional MHD simu-
lations feature much of the same behavior as the hydrodynamic
models. Figure 1 illustrates that models M10 and H10, for exam-

“Kicked” Thin Disk (near BH)
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the density in model H10 at various times. The color bar is logarithmic, ranging from 10−4ρ0 (dark) to ρ0 (light). The mass-loss event takes
place at t = 0. The initial wave from the mass-loss event is visible at t = 134 M while the stronger shock is visible at t = 384 M and t = 1384 M . Features such as
the shocks and rarefactions propagate radially outward in the disk (from left to right in these images).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

extrapolated, would match the initial accretion rate after a time
∼2000 M . This is in fact comparable to the viscous timescale of
the inner disk, as measured after the mass loss has taken place.

We also examine the bremsstrahlung luminosity, which we
compute from

Lbrem =
∫

V

εbremdV, (14)

where εbrem = ρ2T 1/2 is a measure of the total bremsstrahlung
emissivity. This is admittedly a somewhat naive treatment of the
complex radiative processes expected in real disks, particularly
those in the optically thick regime. We argue, however, that the
effect of opacity would only be to dilute or delay a radiative
signature of mass loss, and that the optically thin regime con-
stitutes an important test case. Specifically, if our optically thin

models fail to produce a significant bremsstrahlung signal, fur-
ther radiative processing is irrelevant. If, on the other hand, the
bremsstrahlung emission profile proves to be a clear indicator of
the mass lost through a binary merger, then we must include the
caveat that such emission will be subject to radiative reprocess-
ing. We will discuss this issue further in Section 4, where we
examine in detail the observability of signals from mass loss.

Figure 4 shows for all models the bremsstrahlung luminosity
as constructed for a thick spherical shell ranging from R = 5 to
35 M. The most interesting aspect of this figure is that none of the
models feature a pronounced increase in total bremsstrahlung
emission in this region. Naively, one might have assumed that the
action of shocks passing through this region would only increase
the luminosity. Instead, however, we see that the reduction in
pressure and density in the rarefaction (visible in Figures 1



Note that maximum compression occurs twice per orbital
period so this flexing mode is visible in both internal
energy and bremsstrahlung at a frequency of about twice
the orbital (See Figs. 3 and 4).

Most importantly, in either case no significant shocks are
developed during the time of these simulations ( ’ 6Pm).
The observed smooth behavior translates into a rather
monotonic behavior in our diagnostic variables. Figures 3
and 4 illustrate the internal energy and bremsstrahlung
luminosity, respectively. The behavior observed in the
latter case is qualitatively similar to results shown in
[26], i.e., an initial drop followed by a recovery in lumi-
nosity. Our simulations, which extend farther, indicate that
this behavior continues quasiperiodically. Notice however
that the disk geometry considered in [26] is different from
ours and the bremsstrahlung computed includes the inner
portion of the disk while we do so for the complete disk.
Last, the small drift observed in Fig. 3 is consistent with a
linear accumulation of numerical error. A similar linear
drift is observed in simulations of an unperturbed disk.
This growth however is small—within 5%—over the
length of the simulations considered ( ’ 6Pm) and signifi-
cantly smaller than the effects induced by the perturbations
due to the recoiling black hole.

C. Asymmetric cases: kick with component orthogonal
to disk’s angular momentum

Next we concentrate on the oblique recoil case. For
concreteness we adopt recoil velocity values vkick ¼ 300,
1000 and 3000 km=s (we also consider 9000 km=s to
verify the appearance of the main feature and check the
empirical law presented below). We begin by examining
the case where the kick direction is on the orbital plane
(i.e., orthogonal to the angular momentum of the disk). The

simulations for the different cases proceed along qualita-
tively similar phases, which are illustrated for the case of
vkick ¼ 3000 km=s in Fig. 5 for ! at z ¼ 0, and in Fig. 6
for jrPj at z ¼ 0. The asymmetry introduced by the kick’s
direction induces an accumulation of gas at one side of the
disk, while causing a significant decrease on the opposite
side. As time progresses, shocks develop and a complex
dynamic arises, at late times ’ 6000M, an accretion phase
is clearly noticeable for vkick > 1000 km=s (see Fig. 7).
To analyze the impact of the disk dynamics and possible

observable features, we compute the internal energy
(Fig. 9) and bremsstrahlung luminosity (Fig. 10) for
vkick ¼ 300, 1000, and 3000 km=s. An initial relatively
small bump is observed, which takes place at a time given
by half the orbital period of the maximum density region,
which is consistent with the epicyclic picture. From there
on, a complex behavior is observed, though notably, irre-
spective of the magnitude of the kick, the same qualitative
features are observed—especially in Fig. 9. Generally, we
see that both the internal energy and the bremsstrahlung
luminosity dip and rebound but the internal energy ends up
higher, while the bremsstrahlung luminosity finishes lower.
This can be understood as follows: the kick energy is
dissipated in shocks, increasing the temperature and the
pressure but the subsequent expansion reduces the density
below the initial values. Because the bremsstrahlung emis-
sivity is / !2T1=2, the net effect is a reduction in emissivity
despite the increase in pressure. The relative changes in
both internal energy and bremsstrahlung luminosity are
relatively modest, at a level of "20–40% and occur on
characteristic timescales on the order of 1000M ¼
5000M6 s, where M6 is the mass of the black hole in
106M#.
Second, we examine the dependence on kicks at differ-

ent angles. Since the main qualitative features of all kick
cases considered are similar, we concentrate in the case
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FIG. 3. Total internal (normalized) energy of the disk. The
continuous line corresponds to a BH mass loss of 5% and no
kick, while the dashed line corresponds to a kick with velocity
vk ¼ 3000 km=s along the axis of rotation (and no BH mass
loss). The vertical scale and range was chosen to coincide with
those in the other energy plots in this work for easy comparison.
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FIG. 4. Bremsstrahlung luminosity (normalized) of the disk.
The continuous line corresponds to a BH mass loss of 5% and no
kick, while the dashed line corresponds to a kick with velocity
vk ¼ 3000 km=s along the axis of rotation (and no BH mass
loss).
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FIG. 5. Density ! at plane z ¼ 0 in the case of a disk kicked with a velocity 3000 km=s in the positive x direction, i.e., to the right of
this page (which corresponds to the black hole being kicked to the left). The panels show snaps from t=M ¼ 500 (top left) to 4000
(bottom right) at !t=M ¼ 500 intervals.
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kick is parallel to the axis of rotation, and the likely small
differences in the shape of the initial shock.

Another feature common to all the internal energy (or
pressure) results (See Figs. 9 and 11) is a rapid swing from
a dip to a bump, followed by an oscillating growth at a
moderate pace. While the magnitude of the upward swing
of the internal energy does not depend strongly on v?, the
time at which it occurs does. The delay we observe de-
creases as v? is increased. If this delay were due to the
time taken by a perturbation traveling at v? to cross some
fixed distance, one would expect a dependence / v!1

? .
Instead, we observe a logarithmic decrease. Defining the
delay as the time after the initial kick at which the internal
energy swings upward through the initial value, we find the
following empirical dependence:

tswing
M

¼ 5200! 912 ln
!

v?
300 km=s

"
: (17)

Note that this formula applied naı̈vely ‘‘predicts’’ an infi-
nite delay for a kick along the axis of rotation.

As is well known, constant specific angular momentum
tori are prone to a nonaxisymmetric corotation instability
[42,43] whose nonlinear development has been explored

numerically in the pseudo-Newtonian approximation [44]
and in general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics [45].
The final outcome depends on the aspect ratio of the torus,
the nature and strength of any large-scale magnetic fields
present, the presence of accretion [46], and this remains to
be fully investigated in the general relativistic magnetohy-
drodynamics context. Therefore, any substantial perpen-
dicular component of the kick is likely to excite at some
level them ¼ 1 nonaxisymmetric mode, which is expected
to grow at a rate ! # 0:2!m, where !m ¼ 2!=Pm is the
Keplerian angular frequency at the pressure maximum. For
the parameters of the torus of our simulations Pm ¼
1220M, and!m ¼ 0:00515. The behavior described above
is suggestive: if one assumes that the initial pressure per-
turbation is "P0 / v2

?, which is reasonable for shocks and
on dimensional grounds, and one sets "P ¼ "P0 exp!t,
then the time required for the perturbation to attain a given
fiducial level would follow an equation of the form (17),
with t ¼ tref ! ð2=!Þ lnðv?=vrefÞ, where tref and vref are
some arbitrary reference values. Analyzing the results we
obtained indicates that! ¼ 0:43!m, which is on the order
of the expected frequency but significantly higher. Thus,
we suggest tentatively that the swing we see in both the

FIG. 7. Later stages of the simulation shown in Fig. 5, in which the gas begins to accrete into the black hole. The panels show snaps
from t=M ¼ 6000 (top left) to 7500 (bottom right) at "t=M ¼ 500 intervals. Notice that at t=M ¼ 7000 the ISCO is clearly
noticeable.
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Note that maximum compression occurs twice per orbital
period so this flexing mode is visible in both internal
energy and bremsstrahlung at a frequency of about twice
the orbital (See Figs. 3 and 4).

Most importantly, in either case no significant shocks are
developed during the time of these simulations ( ’ 6Pm).
The observed smooth behavior translates into a rather
monotonic behavior in our diagnostic variables. Figures 3
and 4 illustrate the internal energy and bremsstrahlung
luminosity, respectively. The behavior observed in the
latter case is qualitatively similar to results shown in
[26], i.e., an initial drop followed by a recovery in lumi-
nosity. Our simulations, which extend farther, indicate that
this behavior continues quasiperiodically. Notice however
that the disk geometry considered in [26] is different from
ours and the bremsstrahlung computed includes the inner
portion of the disk while we do so for the complete disk.
Last, the small drift observed in Fig. 3 is consistent with a
linear accumulation of numerical error. A similar linear
drift is observed in simulations of an unperturbed disk.
This growth however is small—within 5%—over the
length of the simulations considered ( ’ 6Pm) and signifi-
cantly smaller than the effects induced by the perturbations
due to the recoiling black hole.

C. Asymmetric cases: kick with component orthogonal
to disk’s angular momentum

Next we concentrate on the oblique recoil case. For
concreteness we adopt recoil velocity values vkick ¼ 300,
1000 and 3000 km=s (we also consider 9000 km=s to
verify the appearance of the main feature and check the
empirical law presented below). We begin by examining
the case where the kick direction is on the orbital plane
(i.e., orthogonal to the angular momentum of the disk). The

simulations for the different cases proceed along qualita-
tively similar phases, which are illustrated for the case of
vkick ¼ 3000 km=s in Fig. 5 for ! at z ¼ 0, and in Fig. 6
for jrPj at z ¼ 0. The asymmetry introduced by the kick’s
direction induces an accumulation of gas at one side of the
disk, while causing a significant decrease on the opposite
side. As time progresses, shocks develop and a complex
dynamic arises, at late times ’ 6000M, an accretion phase
is clearly noticeable for vkick > 1000 km=s (see Fig. 7).
To analyze the impact of the disk dynamics and possible

observable features, we compute the internal energy
(Fig. 9) and bremsstrahlung luminosity (Fig. 10) for
vkick ¼ 300, 1000, and 3000 km=s. An initial relatively
small bump is observed, which takes place at a time given
by half the orbital period of the maximum density region,
which is consistent with the epicyclic picture. From there
on, a complex behavior is observed, though notably, irre-
spective of the magnitude of the kick, the same qualitative
features are observed—especially in Fig. 9. Generally, we
see that both the internal energy and the bremsstrahlung
luminosity dip and rebound but the internal energy ends up
higher, while the bremsstrahlung luminosity finishes lower.
This can be understood as follows: the kick energy is
dissipated in shocks, increasing the temperature and the
pressure but the subsequent expansion reduces the density
below the initial values. Because the bremsstrahlung emis-
sivity is / !2T1=2, the net effect is a reduction in emissivity
despite the increase in pressure. The relative changes in
both internal energy and bremsstrahlung luminosity are
relatively modest, at a level of "20–40% and occur on
characteristic timescales on the order of 1000M ¼
5000M6 s, where M6 is the mass of the black hole in
106M#.
Second, we examine the dependence on kicks at differ-

ent angles. Since the main qualitative features of all kick
cases considered are similar, we concentrate in the case
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internal energy and bremsstrahlung plots in all cases where
there is a nonzero v? is a common transient response to the
kick that may be observable in principle, and that the
subsequent growth may be due to the growth of the insta-
bility and/or the rise to the expected level of dissipation of
the input kinetic energy. At late times for the higher kicks

our simulations display an accretion phase and so this
possible saturation can not be explored, though a sugges-
tive behavior consistent with this saturation is displayed by
the largest kick considered.
We note that a similar swing in the bremsstrahlung

luminosity was observed in the (axisymmetry preserving)

FIG. 8. Density ! at plane z ¼ 0 in the case of a disk kicked with a velocity 3000 km=s at " ¼ 30". The panels show snaps from
t=M ¼ 2500 (top left) to 4000 (bottom right) at !t=M ¼ 500 intervals.
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simulations by O’Neill et al. [26] using thin disks, which
are not prone to the Papaloizou and Pringle instability. In
the near future, to further elucidate the relative importance
of the transient response and the instability, we are plan-
ning an investigation of the effects of kicks in tori with
flatter rotation laws ! / r!q since the aforementioned
instability does not occur if q <

ffiffiffi
3

p
as well as examining

magnetized tori.

D. Dependence on black hole spin

Finally, we investigate possible differences between
cases with different black hole spins by performing a
simulation with spin a=M ¼ 0:9 in addition to the value
a=M ¼ 0:5 used in the rest of the simulations. For this test
we chose the setting with kick velocity of 3000 km=s
perpendicular to the disk’s axis. Notice that although all
other parameters coincide in these simulations, the sta-
tionary disk solutions used to construct the initial data

are slightly different since they depend on a. Still, we see
no significant differences, as is illustrated in Fig. 13, where
we show a comparison between the maxima of density,
normalized by dividing by its value at t ¼ 0, which is
slightly different in each case.

V. CONCLUSION

In the current work we have studied the possibility that
binary black hole mergers, within a circumbinary disk,
give rise to scenarios likely to emit electromagnetic radia-
tion. We have studied both the impact of mass loss in the
system and recoil velocities. While both induce deforma-
tions of the disk, it is the case of a recoiling black hole,
when the recoil’s direction has a component along the disk
plane, that appears as the most promising option to gen-
erate an observable, electromagnetic, signature. This is so
not just because the effect is larger, but also the variability
induced is significantly more pronounced than that ob-
served in the case of mass loss or kick along the disk’s
angular momentum. Furthermore, we find that the magni-
tude of the kick is not very important as long as it is less
than the smallest orbital speed of the fluid. While the kick
magnitude impacts the time at which the strongest varia-
tion in internal energy or bremsstrahlung appears, the
intensity and time scale of the variation and behavior after-
wards is not. Since supermassive binary black hole mergers
will generically give rise to recoils (simply by having a
mass ratio different from unity), which in turn ensures a
kick component orthogonal to the final black hole spin,
effects like those observed here indicate a possible a com-
mon behavior for the majority of scenarios.
Our studies also indicate that the final black hole spin

has no strong effect on the main features of the solution.
However, if an accretion phase takes place, the location of
the innermost stable circular orbit will naturally play a key
role.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Bremsstrahlung luminosity for kicks at
varying inclinations ! with respect to the axis of rotation. All
cases with vkick ¼ 3000 km=s.
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induced is significantly more pronounced than that ob-
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angular momentum. Furthermore, we find that the magni-
tude of the kick is not very important as long as it is less
than the smallest orbital speed of the fluid. While the kick
magnitude impacts the time at which the strongest varia-
tion in internal energy or bremsstrahlung appears, the
intensity and time scale of the variation and behavior after-
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will generically give rise to recoils (simply by having a
mass ratio different from unity), which in turn ensures a
kick component orthogonal to the final black hole spin,
effects like those observed here indicate a possible a com-
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However, if an accretion phase takes place, the location of
the innermost stable circular orbit will naturally play a key
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during the inspiral. Examples of the field configurations
during the evolution are provided in Fig. 2.

To analyze the influence of the binary’s dynamics on the
electromagnetic field we monitor two particular quantities.
One is the electromagnetic energy density E2 þ B2, while
the other is the radial component of the Poynting vector, Sr

(radial from the origin). The former is employed to get a
sense of the energy variation in the EM field, while the
latter is used to examine the induced multipolar structure
and for comparisons to the gravitational wave signal com-
puted from the Newman-Penrose scalar,!4. (We addition-
ally compute the analogous EM Newman-Penrose
radiative quantity "2 and confirm that the same features
are present in it as in the Poynting vector.) Note that since
the magnetic field is anchored in the disk, the magnetic
field does not decay with the distance from the binary, and
this obscures the standard interpretations drawn from the
Poynting field. Nevertheless, the field does serve to eluci-
date the mode structure induced by the dynamics.

An examination of these quantities reveals several dis-
tinct features during the evolution. After an initial transient
signal, and well before the merger takes place, the electro-
magnetic fields display a pattern consistent with those
produced by electric dipoles, pointing along the orbital
plane in the direction orthogonal to their velocity, orbiting
about each other. This can be understood from the ‘‘mem-
brane paradigm’’ point of view [30], in which the stretched
horizon is endowed with a surface density of electrical
charge and a surface resistivity. The quasicircular trajecto-
ries of the black holes cause a charge separation in the
direction perpendicular to both the velocity and magnetic
field, as in the Hall effect. In particular, the evolution
induces a toroidal electric field (E!) with strength given
by Bzvorbitalc

"1. These fields would seed a Blandford-
Znajek type mechanism and generate energy when inter-
acting with a surrounding medium. Additionally, the elec-
tric and magnetic fields oscillate with a frequency equal to
the dominant frequency of the gravitational radiation.
Since the Poynting flux is determined by the square of
the electromagnetic fields, its oscillation pattern has a
frequency that is twice that of the dominant gravitational

wave signal, and can be described in terms of l ¼ 0,m ¼ 0
and l ¼ 2, m ¼ 0 modes. As the merger approaches, an
l ¼ 2, m ¼ $2 mode is induced and the peak of EM
radiated energy lags behind the gravitational one by t ’
2M [1% 10"5ðM=M'Þ s] with the same frequency (see
Fig. 3). This lag time is likely related to the transition
time from the binary black hole system to a single black
hole, measured as the ‘‘time of flight’’ from the ISCO to the
light ring. Indeed estimates of the ISCO and the light ring
(lr) for a ¼ 0:67=M reveals # ¼ rISCO " rlr ’ 1:5M.
Additionally, an enhancement of the electromagnetic field
energy is clearly visible in the binary case, which displays
a ’ 30%–40% increase with respect to the single case, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. (We conjecture that in the presence of
gas and black hole spins, this number could significanly
increase.) At late times, the system asymptotes to the same
solution observed for the single black hole.
Final comments.—We have analyzed the behavior of

electromagnetic fields influenced by the dynamics of a
binary black hole system. Our study illustrates several
interesting aspects of such systems that emit not only
gravitational waves, but can also radiate electromagneti-
cally when interacting with a plasma.
The EM fields have a clearly discernible pattern tied to

the dynamics, making them additional tracers of the space-
time, as these features would imprint particular character-
istics in processes producing observable EM signals. In
particular, in the premerger stages, the black hole dynamics
induce electromagnetic (EM) energy flux oscillations with
a period half that of the dominant gravitational wave (GW)
signal produced by the system, i.e., a fourth of the orbital
period, and a gradual enhancement of the energy in the
electromagnetic field. During the merger, additional struc-
ture is impressed on the field, yielding a distinct pattern
that lags behind the gravitational wave output by a time
consistent with the characteristic time from the ISCO to the
light ring of the merged black hole [31].

FIG. 2. Magnetic and electric field lines at t ’ "40M, "20M
in 3D (the merger happens at t ¼ 0). The electric field lines are
twisted around the black hole, while the magnetic lines are
mostly aligned with the z axis.
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FIG. 5: Electric field lines on the plane y = 0 for the r0, s0 and s6 configurations at t = 123, 155 and 246 M , respectively. Left panel:
Large-scale structure of the EM fields around the apparent horizons (blue circles). Right panel: The same as on the left but on a smaller scale

to highlight the field structure in the vicinity of the black holes. Note that an additional magnification is applied to the black hole “on the right”

so as to highlight the change of sign in the electric field near the horizon, i.e., at x � 3 M .

FIG. 6: Electric (red/magenta) and magnetic field lines (gray) in 3D for the s6 binary during inspiral when both black holes are still far

separated at time t = 328 M (left panel), and after the merger at t = 690 M (right panel).

B. Binary Evolution and Spin Dependence

As mentioned above, we consider configurations where

both black holes have equal mass and the individual black

hole spins are either aligned or anti-aligned with the magnetic

field (and orbital angular momentum). We thus consider a set

of three different spinning binaries, as well as a nonspinning

binary, which we take as a reference (cf. Table I).

One feature of our simulations, that was already analysed

for single black holes in Sect. IV, and is of even greater inter-

est for binaries, is the structure of the EM field lines induced

by the spacetime dynamics around the black holes. The field

line configurations, in fact, change considerably throughout

the course of our simulations. When there is a large separation

between the orbiting black holes, the electric field structure in

both nonspinning and spinning binary systems is dominated
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TABLE II: Relative emitted energies in EM waves and GWs
(Erad

EM/M , Erad
GW/M , respectively), and emitted angular momentum

in GWs (Jrad
GW/M2), for the magnetic field B0 M = 10−4.

model Erad
EM/M Erad

GW/M Jrad
GW/M2

s−6 1.562E− 7 0.0243 0.216
r0 2.040E− 7 0.0357 0.213
s0 2.055E− 7 0.0354 0.243
s6 3.412E− 7 0.0590 0.380

� = 4, m = 2 one but is not reported here for compact-
ness. Overall, these results suggest that although the main
(and lowest-order) contribution to the EM emission does in-
deed come as a result of the dragging of the EM fields by
the orbital motion of the binary, additional contributions arise
from higher-order modes which are not directly related to the
orbital motions. These are likely to be the result of the com-
plex interactions among the EM fields, discussed in Fig. 5 and
whose investigation, although of great interest, goes beyond
the scope of this paper.

Another interesting quantity to consider in our analysis is
the energy carried away from the systems in the two emis-
sions, which can be computed by using eqs. (27)–(28), where
we have taken into account modes up to � = 4. Despite
the differences between the EM and gravitational waves dis-
cussed already, when looking at the emission in the lowest-
order modes that can be associated to the different multipolar
decomposition of the two emissions (cf. Fig. 7), we find that
the overall energy fluxes are extremely similar and differ es-
sentially only by a constant (but large) factor. This is shown in
Fig. 9 which reports both the GW (left panel) and the EM radi-
ated energy fluxes (right panel) when integrated over a sphere
located at r = 100 M for all the binary sequences considered
here. Once again, the fact that FEM basically mimics FGW ,
underlines that the emission in the EM channel is intimately
tied to the emission in GW, so that the observation of one of
the two would lead to interesting information also about the
other one. As a final comment it is worth noting that although
the energy fluxes from the binaries s0 and r0 show a different
evolution, the total emitted energy, namely the area under the
curves, is extremely similar and is reported in Table II. This
provides yet an additional confirmation of the results already
presented in refs [38, 41, 42, 43, 54] for binaries with aligned
spins and yields further support to the conjecture that when
the initial spin vectors are equal and opposite and the masses
are equal, the overall dynamics of the binary is the same that
of the corresponding nonspinning binary.

VI. ASTROPHYSICAL DETECTABILITY

As discussed in the previous sections, the EM and GW ra-
diation are tightly coupled and evolve on exactly the same
timescales and with the same spectral distribution in fre-
quency. The rates of loss of energy and angular momentum,
however, are very different. This is summarized in Table II
which reports the total energy radiated during the inspiral and

merger in either EM waves or GWs (i.e., Erad
EM

/M , Erad
GW

/M )
and the angular momenta radiated in GWs (i.e., J rad

GW
/M2).

From the values obtained, two interesting observations can be
made. The first one is that the radiated EM energy is higher
for binaries which lead to a more highly spinning final black
hole. This is a consequence of these binaries merging with
increasingly tighter orbits and at higher frequencies, which
leads to stronger EM and GW fluxes. The second one has al-
ready been mentioned in the previous Section and reflects the
fact that the binaries r0 and s0 lead to the same energy emis-
sion (and to the same final black-hole spin [41, 42, 43, 54])
despite the s0 binary has black holes with non-zero individual
spins.

Note also that, in contrast with the losses in the GW emis-
sion, those in the EM one do not depend just on the masses and
initial spins of the black holes but also on the strength of the
initial magnetic field. This dependence must naturally scale
quadratically with the magnetic field, so that we can write

Erad
EM

M
= k1(a1, a2, M1, M2)B2

0 (29)

= 1.43× 10−32k1

�
M

M⊙

�2 �
B

1 G

�2

, (30)

where we have used the following relation

B [G] = 8.36× 1019

�
M⊙
M

�
B [geom. units] . (31)

to convert a magnetic field in geometric units
(B [geom. units]) into a magnetic field expressed in
Gauss (B [G]).

As discussed before, the EM emission is closely related via
simple scaling factors to the GW one and whose efficiency has
been discussed in detail in Sect. VB of ref. [38]. In particu-
lar, it was shown there that the radiated GW energy depends
quadratically on the total dimensionless spin (see eq. (24)
in [38]) and the corresponding coefficients p̃i were presented
in eq. (25) in the same reference. Hence, at least in the case of
equal-mass binaries, it is trivial to express k1(a1, a2, M1, M2)
in terms of the suitably rescaled coefficients p̃i in [38]. Here,
however, because we are interested in much simpler order-of-
magnitude estimates, we will neglect the dependence of k1 on
the spins and simply assume that k1 ∼ 10−7, so that

Erad
EM

M
� 10−15

�
M

108 M⊙

�2 �
B

104 G

�2

, (32)

where we have considered a total black hole mass of 108 M⊙
and a magnetic field of 104 G as representative of the one pos-
sibly produced at the inner edges of the circumbinary disc [55]
(see [56] for a recent discussion on the strength of magnetic
fields in active galactic nuclei (AGN)).

It should be noted that only when an extremely strong mag-
netic field of ∼ 1011 G is considered, does the EM efficiency
become as large as Erad

EM
/M � 10−1 and thus comparable

with the GW one. For more realistic magnetic fields, how-
ever, and assuming for simplicity that Erad

GW
/M ∼ 10−2 for

ν = 10
−4

(10
8M⊙/M)Hz

13

all possible spins, the ratio of the two losses is

Erad
GW

Erad
GW

� 10
−13

�
M

108 M⊙

�2 �
B

104 G

�2

. (33)

That is, for a realist value of the initial magnetic field, the GW

emission is 13 orders of magnitude more efficient than the EM

one. More importantly, however, the frequency of variation of

the EM fields is of the order

fB � (40 M)
−1 � 10

−4

�
10

8 M⊙
M

�
Hz (34)

and therefore much lower than what is accessible via astro-

nomical radio observations, which are lower-banded to fre-

quencies of the order of ∼ 30 MHz. As a result, it is very

unlikely that a direct observation of the induced EM emission

would be possible even from this simplified scenario.

Nevertheless, in the spirit of assessing whether this large

release of EM radiation can lead to indirect observations of an

EM counterpart, it is useful to compare Erad
EM

with the typical

luminosity of an AGN. To fix the ideas let us consider again

a black hole of mass M = 10
8 M⊙ � 10

41
g � 10

61
erg, so

that the luminosity in EM waves for B0 = 10
4
G will be

LEM ≡
Erad

EM

τ
� 10

41

�
B

104 G

�2

erg s
−1

� 10
8

�
B

104 G

�2

L⊙ ,

� 10
−4

�
B

104 G

�2

LEdd , (35)

where we have assumed a timescale τ � 10
3 M � 10

5
s �

1 d and where L⊙, LEdd are the total luminosity of the Sun

and the Eddington luminosity LEdd = 3.3×10
4
(M/M⊙)L⊙,

respectively. While this is a rather small luminosity (distant

quasars are visible with much larger luminosities of the order

10
47

erg s
−1

), it is comparable with the luminosity of nearby

AGNs and that is of the order of 10
41

erg s
−1

. More impor-

tant, however, is the comparison between the EM emitted by

the merging binary and the one coming from the accretion

disc. Using (35) it is straightforward to deduce that the binary

EM luminosity is comparable with that of an AGN accreting

at 10
−4

the Eddington rate. Hence, unless the accretion rate is

rather small (namely, much smaller than 10
−4

the Eddington

rate with the extreme case being the non-accreting scenario)

the EM emission from the binary would be not only restricted

to very low-frequencies but also just a small fraction of the to-

tal luminosity. Under these conditions it is unlikely that such

emission could have an observable impact on the overall lu-

minosity of the accreting system.

As a final consideration it is useful to estimate whether the

inspiralling binary could nevertheless imprint a detectable ef-

fect on the disc via the perturbations in the magnetic field it

can produce. To assess whether this is the case we first com-

pare the frequency fB with the typical plasma frequency

fP =
ωP

2π
=

�
nee2

πme

�1/2

� 10
14

� ne

1021 cm−3

�
Hz , (36)

where ne is the electron number density, or with the electron

cyclotron fC frequency

fC =
ωC

2π
=

eB

2πmec
� 10

10

�
B

104 G

�
Hz . (37)

Clearly, the magnetic field varies with a frequency fB that is is

between 14 and 18 orders of magnitude smaller and hence that

the electrons and protons in the disc are always able to “ad-

just” themselves to the changes in the magnetic fields, which

are extremely slow when compared with the typical timescales

in the plasma. Stated differently, the EM radiation produced

by the inspiral cannot penetrate the disc and will be effectively

reflected over a skin depth of λ = c/ωe � 8× 10
−6

cm.

Finally, we consider whether the perturbed magnetic mag-

netic field can have impact on the transport of angular mo-

mentum in the disc and hence modify its accretion rate in a

detectable way. It is worth remarking, in fact, that there is con-

siderably large EM energy flux reaching the accretion disc and

that is FEM � LEM/r2
in ∼ 10

11
(B/10

4
G)

2
erg s

−1
cm

−2
,

where rin ∼ 10
2 rg is the inner radius of the disc and

rg � 10
15

cm is the gravitational radius for a black hole of

10
8 M⊙. A crude way to estimate the perturbation on the

disc is by considering the ratio between the viscous transport

timescale τV and the magnetic transport timescale induced by

the oscillating magnetic field, τB . Should this ratio be of the

order of unity (or larger), then the magnetic-field perturbation

may be transmitted to the disc in the form of Alfvén waves.

In practice we estimate this by considering the (inverse) ra-

tio between the viscous and magnetic torques, with the first

one being expressed in terms of the average pressure p and

sound speed cs as fφ,V � αp � αρc2
s and the second one

as fφ,B � rδBφBzα/(8π) � rβB2
0/(8π); here α is the

standard alpha-disc viscosity parameter and β is a measure

of the perturbation induced in the background magnetic field

(i.e., δBφ ∼ βB0, Bz ∼ B0). We therefore obtain

τV

τB
=

fφ,B

fφ,V
(38)

� 10
β

α

�
r

10−2 rg

� �
10
−2

g cm
−3

ρ

� �
B0

104 G

�2 �
c

cs

�2

,

where 10
−2 rg is the typical length scale over which mag-

netic torques could operate. Assuming now α � 0.1 − 0.01,

β ∼ 10
−2

and cs 0.1 − 0.01 c as reference numbers, the

rough estimate (38) suggests that it is indeed possible that

τV > τB and hence that the perturbations in the magnetic

field, albeit small and rather slow, can induce a change in the

viscous torque and hence induce a change in the accretion rate

if the latter is sufficiently stable. Determining more precisely

whether this modulation in the magnetic field can effectively

leave an imprint on the accretion flow would require a more

accurate modeling of the accretion disc and is clearly beyond

the scope of this simple estimate. It is however interesting that

this possibility is not obviously excluded.

In summary, the analysis carried out in this Section shows

that it is highly unlikely that the EM emission associated with

the scenario considered in this paper can be detected directly
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TABLE I: Binary sequences for which numerical simulations have been carried out, with various columns referring to the puncture initial

location ±x/M , the mass parameters mi/M , the dimensionless spins ai, the initial momenta and the normalized ADM mass fM
ADM

≡
M

ADM
/M measured at infinity. (See refs. [37, 38] for a discussion of the naming convention).

±x/M m1/M m2/M a1 a2 (px, py)1 = −(px, py)2 fM
ADM

s−6 5.0000 0.4000 0.4000 −0.600 −0.600 (0.001191,−0.100205) 0.9873
r0 4.0000 0.4000 0.4000 −0.600 0.600 (0.001860,−0.107537) 0.9865
s0 4.0000 0.4824 0.4824 0.000 0.000 (0.002088,−0.112349) 0.9877
s6 4.0000 0.4000 0.4000 0.600 0.600 (0.001860,−0.107537) 0.9876

FIG. 7: Left panel: GWs as computed from the (2, 2) mode of Ψ4 for the different binaries reported in Table I. Right panel: The same as in

the left panel but for the EM waveform as computed from Φ2.

by the orbital motion of the individual black holes. In particu-

lar, an inspection of the electric field vector along a line join-

ing their centers indicates an outward radial dependence. This

can be understood from the phenomenological interpretation

suggested by the membrane paradigm and has been observed

already in [18]. Namely, as the black holes move in a direc-

tion which is essentially orthogonal to the magnetic field, an

effective quadrupolar charge separation develops on the hori-

zons with effective positive charges at the poles and negative

ones on the equator, thus inducing an electric field emanating

from each black hole. This induced quadrupolar electric field

is therefore reminiscent of the one produced by a conductor

moving through a uniform magnetic field as the result of the

Hall effect.

It is interesting to note that while the differences in the

magnetic field lines among the various binaries considered are

rather small, the differences in the electric fields show signif-

icant variation across the spin configurations. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 5, which shows the electric field lines at differ-

ent scales of interest with respect to the black holes for two

spinning binary black hole systems and the nonspinning bi-

nary on the y = 0-plane. Here we choose to concentrate on

the configurations with the spins up/up (i.e., s6) and with the

spin up/down (i.e., r0) since the configuration with the spins

down/down (i.e., s−6) shows the same field-line structure as

the up/up case. In particular, the left panel of Fig. 5 reports the

field-line structure on a scale which is much larger than that

of the horizons and that clearly shows the quadrupolar nature

of the field. At the same time, the right panel offers a magni-

fied view of the same binaries on scales which is comparable

with those of the horizons. In this way it is possible to find the

properties of the electric field already discussed in Sect IV for

isolated black holes also in case of binary black holes. Addi-

tionally the various spin configurations lead to different small-

scale properties of the field. More specifically, while the field

lines of the r0 and s0 configurations have a similar structure

even in the magnified plot, the binary with the aligned spins

s6 shows a more complex structure in which the electric field

changes sign near but outside the horizon, namely at x � 3 M
and which corresponds approximately to a distance d ∼ 2r

AH
,

9
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Fig. 2.— Same as Figure 1 but for particles whose initial velocity
is purely random and isotropic, with no net orbital component.
From this figure we note that (a) in both binary cases there is a
clear maximum in Lorentz factor just prior to merger, whereas (as
expected) the isolated case has a steady Lorentz factor, and (b) in
the spinning case, the collisions throughout and near merger are
more violent than in the nonrotating runs.
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Fig. 3.— The fraction of particles with positive radial velocities
in a shell with surfaces at 25M and 30M with a corresponding
Lorentz factor greater than (top to bottom) 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, comparing
the cases with an isolated spinless black hole (solid black), a binary
with spinless equal-mass black holes (dotted red), and a binary with
equal-mass black holes with spins of a/m = 0.8 (dashed green). On
the scale plotted, one particle gives a fractional value of 1/75,000
or 1.3 × 10−5.

situation realized by nature there will be dissipation of
relative speeds through collisions.

In Figures 1 and 2, the top panel shows the control
case, in which the particles orbit around a solitary black
hole. The other two panels involve nonspinning (middle
panel) and spinning (bottom panel) binaries. The merger
in these cases, defined by the detection of a common
apparent horizon, takes place at t = 0.

Our control case shows as expected that after a
short initialization phase the maximum Lorentz factor
is roughly constant. Here the highest-speed collisions
are between particles that have both fallen close to the
horizon and thus have acquired speeds considerably in
excess of their initial orbital speeds. Given that the par-
ticles have a “thermal” velocity distribution in which the
random speed is comparable to the orbital speed, a rea-
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Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3 but for the case of particles having
only initial random velocities and Lorentz factors greater than (top
to bottom) 1.2, 1.5, 2, 3. Also shown are the cumulative sums of
these fractions.

sonable fraction of particles is captured by the black hole.
In the binary runs the varying accelerations caused by

the binary motion are expected to alter significantly the
energy and angular momentum of particles within ∼ 2
binary orbital radii, just as in the Newtonian slingshot
analogue. More rapid orbits therefore are expected to
lead to higher-speed collisions and (as is evident in Fig-
ure 4) faster outflows, with the effect maximized shortly
before merger because this is when the orbital speeds are
greatest.

Examining Figure 2 we find that these expectations are
largely met for the isotropic particle velocities. There is
indeed a strong peak in the maximum collision Lorentz
factor just before merger. This peak is highest when the
holes are rotating, as is reasonable because for the aligned
spin configuration the holes can get closer and thus orbit
faster before they plunge together. The Lorentz peaks
are in all cases considerably higher than in the isolated
hole runs, which might lead us to cautious optimism
that this phase might be observably different for a bi-
nary merger than for an isolated hole. However, in the
case of particles with initial average velocities that are
approximately orbital, the central region of the disk re-
mains evacuated near the time of merger, as the particles
have found quasi-stable orbits further out. In this case
there is no discernible merger signature, as seen in Fig-
ure 1. We conjecture that the inclusion of viscosity would
push orbiting matter closer towards the binary, resulting
in energetics between the above two extremes, and recov-
ering a merger signature. If this is confirmed by future
detailed MHD calculations, it may provide another way
to identify an electromagnetic counterpart to the grav-
itational waves from a binary supermassive black hole
merger.

Other features of these figures are, we believe, arti-
facts of the limitations of our simulation. For example,
even with isotropic particle velocities, in both the spin-
ning and the nonspinning binary runs we see an overall
decrease in the maximum Lorentz factor of collisions dur-
ing inspiral. We suspect that this is because our setup
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excess of their initial orbital speeds. Given that the par-
ticles have a “thermal” velocity distribution in which the
random speed is comparable to the orbital speed, a rea-
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Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3 but for the case of particles having
only initial random velocities and Lorentz factors greater than (top
to bottom) 1.2, 1.5, 2, 3. Also shown are the cumulative sums of
these fractions.

sonable fraction of particles is captured by the black hole.
In the binary runs the varying accelerations caused by

the binary motion are expected to alter significantly the
energy and angular momentum of particles within ∼ 2
binary orbital radii, just as in the Newtonian slingshot
analogue. More rapid orbits therefore are expected to
lead to higher-speed collisions and (as is evident in Fig-
ure 4) faster outflows, with the effect maximized shortly
before merger because this is when the orbital speeds are
greatest.

Examining Figure 2 we find that these expectations are
largely met for the isotropic particle velocities. There is
indeed a strong peak in the maximum collision Lorentz
factor just before merger. This peak is highest when the
holes are rotating, as is reasonable because for the aligned
spin configuration the holes can get closer and thus orbit
faster before they plunge together. The Lorentz peaks
are in all cases considerably higher than in the isolated
hole runs, which might lead us to cautious optimism
that this phase might be observably different for a bi-
nary merger than for an isolated hole. However, in the
case of particles with initial average velocities that are
approximately orbital, the central region of the disk re-
mains evacuated near the time of merger, as the particles
have found quasi-stable orbits further out. In this case
there is no discernible merger signature, as seen in Fig-
ure 1. We conjecture that the inclusion of viscosity would
push orbiting matter closer towards the binary, resulting
in energetics between the above two extremes, and recov-
ering a merger signature. If this is confirmed by future
detailed MHD calculations, it may provide another way
to identify an electromagnetic counterpart to the grav-
itational waves from a binary supermassive black hole
merger.

Other features of these figures are, we believe, arti-
facts of the limitations of our simulation. For example,
even with isotropic particle velocities, in both the spin-
ning and the nonspinning binary runs we see an overall
decrease in the maximum Lorentz factor of collisions dur-
ing inspiral. We suspect that this is because our setup
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given by the BSSN formulation (Shibata & Nakamura
1995; Baumgarte & Shapiro 1998). We use coordinate
conditions that allow the black holes to move freely
across the grid (Baker et al. 2006; Campanelli et al.
2006; van Meter et al. 2006). Meanwhile the test matter
is modeled by non-interacting point-particles. To evolve
the test matter, we integrate the geodesic equation for
each particle in this spacetime. The metric at the lo-
cation of each particle is obtained by interpolation from
the computational grid.

The geodesic code was tested for a variety of trajecto-
ries around a single black hole, both spinning and non-
spinning. For coordinate conditions in which the con-
version to Boyer-Lindquist coordinates was known, the
particle worldline was compared with independent cal-
culations and found to be at least 4th-order convergent
in the grid-spacing, as were the constants of motion, en-
ergy (E), angular momentum (L), and Carter’s constant
(Q). For the coordinate conditions closer to those of our
typical binary black hole runs, the constant of motion L,
readily calculable in any axisymmetric coordinate sys-
tem, was still found to be at least 4th-order convergent.

Initial data for the spacetime background used here
was chosen to represent two black holes, each of mass
m = M/2, in nearly circular inspirals. In our simula-
tions the black holes were either spinless, or were each
given a spin of a/m = 0.8, aligned with the orbital angu-
lar momentum. The initial linear momenta of the black
holes were given by the post-Newtonian approximation,
and the initial separation of the black holes was chosen
so as to give at least five orbits before merger. As a con-
trol case, we have also run equivalent simulations with a
single isolated nonrotating black hole of mass M .

In these spacetimes, approximately 75,000 geodesic
particles were initially distributed uniformly throughout
a solid annulus of inner radius 8M , outer radius 25M ,
and vertical full thickness 10M . We excluded particles
within the inner radius to avoid transient signatures from
particles initially near the horizons. We have chosen such
a geometrically thick disk because these are the disks
that potentially have high enough inward radial speeds
to keep up with the shrinking binary, as opposed to be-
ing stranded at large radii as the binary coalesces (see
Milosavljević & Phinney 2005).

We explored two initial velocity configurations for the
particles. In the first configuration (“orbital”), the ini-
tial velocities are randomly distributed around a tan-
gential velocity Vc that would give a circular orbit in a
Schwarzschild spacetime of mass M , resulting in a scale
height of 5M . In the second configuration (“isotropic”),
we consider an extreme case where the particles only have
random velocities, with each component sampled from a
Gaussian distribution of standard deviation Vc/

√
3.

We output the positions and proper 4-velocities of the
particles every ∼ 1M and ∼ 0.5M in the nonrotating
and rotating cases, respectively. Particles within a hori-
zon are discarded. We use the relative velocities between
two “colliding” particles as an energy estimate of the ma-
terial within the disk. We define a particle collision as
two particles traveling within rc = 0.1M of each other,
assuming that they travel on straight lines between suc-
cessive output times. We have found that the collision
energies are not sensitive to rc in the range of 0.01M to
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Fig. 1.— Maximum Lorentz factors of collisions between particles
as function of time before merger for initial velocities that include
an orbital velocity plus a random isotropic component. The three
panels are for the following cases: (top) isolated nonrotating black
hole, (middle) two spinless black holes, merging in approximately
five orbits, (bottom) two black holes each with spin parameters of
a/m = 0.8, merging in approximately six orbits. In all cases both
black holes have mass m. The data have been aligned with respect
to the time axis such that the common apparent horizon is first
detected at t = 0. M is the total system mass.

1M . For every particle, we search the nearest 8 neigh-
bors for any particle that has a closest approach less than
rc, which we mark as a collision.

With this list of collisions, we can now obtain the
Lorentz factor of each colliding particle, in locally
Minkowskian coordinates, as follows. Given two colliding
particles A and B, first we compute the scalar product
of the proper 4-velocity uµ

A of particle A with the proper
4-velocity uµ

B of particle B. Note that regardless of the
original coordinates in which the product is computed,
it exactly equals the negative of the Lorentz factor of
particle A in the rest-frame of particle B (as it would be
calculated in locally Minkowskian coordinates). That is,

uµ
Auν

Bgµν = uµ′

A uν′

B g′µν = −u0′

A (1)

because uµ′

B = δµ
0 and g′µν = ηµν , where the primes re-

fer to the inertial frame of particle B. We then trans-
form to the center-of-momentum frame by solving for the
Lorentz factor γcom characterizing the Lorentz transfor-

mation matrix that transforms uµ′

A and uµ′

B to uµ
A(com)

and uµ
B(com) such that

u0
A(com) = u0

B(com) = γcom, ui
A(com) = −ui

B(com). (2)

We finally obtain:

γcom =

√

1

2
(1 − uµ

Auν
Bgµν). (3)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our main results are displayed in Figures 1 through 4.
In Figures 1 and 2, with initially orbital and isotropic
particle velocities respectively, we show the maximum
Lorentz factor of a collision between any two particles as
a function of time, for several different setups including
one with an isolated Schwarzschild black hole for com-
parison. Because collisions do not affect particle tra-
jectories in our calculations (i.e., the geodesic paths are
unaltered), we expect these to be upper bounds on the
true Lorentz factors of collisions given that in the MHD
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Fig. 2.— Same as Figure 1 but for particles whose initial velocity
is purely random and isotropic, with no net orbital component.
From this figure we note that (a) in both binary cases there is a
clear maximum in Lorentz factor just prior to merger, whereas (as
expected) the isolated case has a steady Lorentz factor, and (b) in
the spinning case, the collisions throughout and near merger are
more violent than in the nonrotating runs.
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with spinless equal-mass black holes (dotted red), and a binary with
equal-mass black holes with spins of a/m = 0.8 (dashed green). On
the scale plotted, one particle gives a fractional value of 1/75,000
or 1.3 × 10−5.

situation realized by nature there will be dissipation of
relative speeds through collisions.

In Figures 1 and 2, the top panel shows the control
case, in which the particles orbit around a solitary black
hole. The other two panels involve nonspinning (middle
panel) and spinning (bottom panel) binaries. The merger
in these cases, defined by the detection of a common
apparent horizon, takes place at t = 0.

Our control case shows as expected that after a
short initialization phase the maximum Lorentz factor
is roughly constant. Here the highest-speed collisions
are between particles that have both fallen close to the
horizon and thus have acquired speeds considerably in
excess of their initial orbital speeds. Given that the par-
ticles have a “thermal” velocity distribution in which the
random speed is comparable to the orbital speed, a rea-
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Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3 but for the case of particles having
only initial random velocities and Lorentz factors greater than (top
to bottom) 1.2, 1.5, 2, 3. Also shown are the cumulative sums of
these fractions.

sonable fraction of particles is captured by the black hole.
In the binary runs the varying accelerations caused by

the binary motion are expected to alter significantly the
energy and angular momentum of particles within ∼ 2
binary orbital radii, just as in the Newtonian slingshot
analogue. More rapid orbits therefore are expected to
lead to higher-speed collisions and (as is evident in Fig-
ure 4) faster outflows, with the effect maximized shortly
before merger because this is when the orbital speeds are
greatest.

Examining Figure 2 we find that these expectations are
largely met for the isotropic particle velocities. There is
indeed a strong peak in the maximum collision Lorentz
factor just before merger. This peak is highest when the
holes are rotating, as is reasonable because for the aligned
spin configuration the holes can get closer and thus orbit
faster before they plunge together. The Lorentz peaks
are in all cases considerably higher than in the isolated
hole runs, which might lead us to cautious optimism
that this phase might be observably different for a bi-
nary merger than for an isolated hole. However, in the
case of particles with initial average velocities that are
approximately orbital, the central region of the disk re-
mains evacuated near the time of merger, as the particles
have found quasi-stable orbits further out. In this case
there is no discernible merger signature, as seen in Fig-
ure 1. We conjecture that the inclusion of viscosity would
push orbiting matter closer towards the binary, resulting
in energetics between the above two extremes, and recov-
ering a merger signature. If this is confirmed by future
detailed MHD calculations, it may provide another way
to identify an electromagnetic counterpart to the grav-
itational waves from a binary supermassive black hole
merger.

Other features of these figures are, we believe, arti-
facts of the limitations of our simulation. For example,
even with isotropic particle velocities, in both the spin-
ning and the nonspinning binary runs we see an overall
decrease in the maximum Lorentz factor of collisions dur-
ing inspiral. We suspect that this is because our setup
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Given the high thermal velocities, it follows that in such a
flow, the radial inflow speed of the gas will always be suffi-
ciently high that the binary torques will be incapable of evac-
uating all of the gas and creating a low density “hole” in the
center of the cloud, a property that is a distinguishing feature
from the circumbinary disk model. The only mechanisms for
heating and cooling of gas in our simulations are adiabatic
compression and expansion in the potential of the binary. We
do not account for heating of the gas by the active galactic
nuclei (AGN) nor for cooling by emission of radiation.
The initial orbital parameters for the BBHs are calculated

as though the binary were in vacuum. This is justified since
the total mass in the gas cloud is negligibly small compared
to the mass of the BHs. We calculate the initial momentum
required for quasi-circular orbits from post-Newtonian (PN)
equations. For the non-spinning BHs, we evolve the 3rd order
PN equations of motion (Buonanno et al. 2006) from a sep-
aration of 40M to the desired separation. We also consider
binaries with spinning BHs where spins are parallel and ei-
ther aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital angular momen-
tum. In this case we calculate the initial momentum of the
BHs from the 3rd-order PN angular momentum found in Eq.
(4.7) of (Kidder 1995), assuming purely tangential momenta.
Table 1 lists parameters for the BBH systems discussed in this
paper. For each BH, labeled 1 and 2, a1,2/m is the dimension-
less spin parameter, where m is the mass of each BH set in
such a way that m/M = 1/2, with M the total mass of the bi-
nary. As mentioned before, the BHs are placed at a coordinate
distance 8M along the x-axis, with BH1 located at x = 4M and
BH2 at x = !4M. In Table 1, Px and Py are the components of
linear momentum for BH1. Finally, mi is the irreducible mass
for the individual BHs computed from the area of their AH,
andMADM is the total initial energy of the system.
The simulations are run on a grid whose outer boundary is

located at 317.44M, with 9 levels of mesh refinement. The
4 coarsest levels are fixed about the center of mass while the
5 finest levels are constructed around and free to follow the
BHs. For runs G0, G1, and G3, the finest resolution isM/51.6
and the refinement boundaries are chosen such that the 5 finest
have radii of 32 grid points while the 4 coarsest have radii of
64 grid points. The mesh setup for G2 was altered somewhat
as higher spins require a higher resolution at the puncture. The
physical refinement boundaries of G2 remain stationary while
the resolution is increased for a finest resolution of M/67.7.
For all runs, we halve the evolved computational domain by
using the reflection symmetry about the xy-plane. For runs
G0, G1, and G2, we halve the domain again using rotational
symmetry.

Run a1/m a2/m Px/M Py/M mi/M MADM/M
G0 0 0 !2.0902× 10!3 0.11237 0.5000 0.9878
G1 +0.4 +0.4 0 0.10862 0.4893 0.9875
G2 +0.6 +0.6 0 0.10677 0.4736 0.9874
G3 +0.4 -0.4 0 0.11237 0.4893 0.9878

TABLE 1
BBH INITIAL PARAMETERS.

4. DYNAMICS OF THE BINARY AND GAS
We now describe the general features and dynamics of the

binaries and gas in our modeled systems. BBHs with an ini-

tial separation of 8M evolve for approximately 3 orbits be-
fore they plunge and finally merge. Since the mass of the gas
cloud is small compared to the BBH, the binary dynamics are
practically indistinguishable from the equivalent situation in
vacuum. The only differences among the cases we consid-
ered are due to the “hang-up” or delay induced by the BH
spins (Campanelli et al. 2006b). The excess of angular mo-
mentum from the BH’s spins result in runs G1 and G2 taking
longer to merge compared to runs G0 and G3. In run G2 for
example, the hang-up extends the inspiral to about 5 orbits
before merger.
In Figures 2 and 3 we show snapshots of the baryonic rest

mass density for the cases G2 and G3. The distinct features
that arise in the gas during the binary’s evolution are the den-
sity waves that develop behind the inspiraling BHs and a bar
of high density gas connecting the two BHs. This pattern of
density distribution of gas is not unique to relativistic systems
and was previously noticed in simulations of binary systems
interacting with gas on a variety of scales, including binary
galactic nuclei and TTauri stars. In order to examine whether
the gas dynamics driven by the binary give rise to shocks, we
calculate the Mach number, βs = v/cs, by comparing the ve-
locity of the fluid element to the speed of sound measured
locally in the simulation. Figures 4 and 5 show sequences of
snapshots with the distribution of the Mach number value for
the gas in the plane of the binary of runs G2 and G3. In all
of the panels, only transonic and supersonic parts of the flow
were plotted, where βs ≥ 1. Early in the inspiral, the shocks
are confined to the density wakes expanding externally to the
binary orbit. Later in the inspiral, the bar of high density gas
forms between the BHs, and its expansion gives rise to an-
other shock region emanating from the central part of the bi-
nary orbit. As the BBH evolves closer to merger, the central
high density region decreases in size, being replaced after the
merger by a steadier inflow in the immediate vicinity of the
final BH.
Here we briefly make a note of the degree to which bary-

onic mass is conserved in our simulated binary systems, as
discussed in the context of a TOV star at the end of §2. We
monitor the conservation of mass in two separate volumes: (1)
the volume r ≤ 8M excluding the regions inside the AHs and
(2) the volume 8M ≤ r ≤ 20M, external to the binary orbit.
This allows us to calculate the total error in mass conservation
over the whole computational domain but also to more closely
monitor the inner region containing the binary. From run G0
we measure that the baryonic mass is conserved in both vol-
umes at the level of< 1% over the duration of the simulation.
Due to similarities in computational setup, similar mass con-
servation is expected in the other runs.

5. ELECTROMAGNETIC AND GRAVITATIONALWAVE
SIGNATURES

In this section, we discuss the EM and GW signatures ex-
pected to arise from the binary dynamics and accretion flows
during the late inspiral, plunge, and merger of the BHs. We
analytically estimate the characteristic timescales and emis-
sion properties of the hot gas in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2,
we evaluate the bremsstrahlung emission from our simula-
tions and compare it to the emission powered by accretion
onto the two BHs (Section 5.3). In Section 5.4, we charac-
terize the GW signatures and highlight combined EM+GW
signatures that may enable us to distinguish binary systems
from isolated BHs. Finally, in Section 5.5 we discuss the ob-
servability of coalescences in the gas cloud scenario.
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FIG. 8.— Thermal bremsstrahlung luminosity as a function of time without
(solid line) and with relativistic beaming (dashed line), calculated within a
sphere of radius 10M about the center of mass of the binary but excluding
the region within the AHs. Effect of beaming is calculated for an observer
placed at infinity, in the orbital plane of the binary. Merger occurs at t ∼ 0.

is favored to occur across the AHs of the BHs. In the case of
the prograde-spinning BH, some of the gas plunges directly
into the BH and some rotates around and is fed to it through
the trailing wake. In the case of the retrograde-spinning BH,
the gas is compressed into the front of the density wake which
is then less effective at channeling the gas into the BH, lead-
ing to the lower accretion rate visible in Fig. 9. Nevertheless,
given the relatively weak implicit dependence of the Bondi
accretion rate on the BH spin, it is unlikely that one would be
able to infer the spin magnitude or orientation in this mode
of accretion based on the accretion powered luminosity curve
alone.
The discontinuities in the accretion rates observed in Fig. 9

at the time of merger occur due to the error in locating the
common, initially highly deformed, AH of the final BH. This
is the same source of error that we discussed in the context of
the maximum bremsstrahlung luminosity measured at merger
time. Notice that for t > 0, the exponential decay in the
bremsstrahlung luminosity is also mirrored here as an expo-
nential decay in the accretion rate of the final BH. Similarly,
the post-merger variability present in runs G2 and G3 (Fig. 8)
is also repeated in the accretion rates. As in the case of the
luminosity, this behavior can be explained by the more tur-
bulent flows of runs G2 and G3. It is also evident that the
accretion rates measured in runs G1 and G2 fall below that in
run G0. Since the orbital hang-ups of runs G1 and G2 result
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BH and the dotted line marks the accretion onto the retrograde-spinning BH.
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in a longer inspiral, the two BHs have more time to deplete
the surrounding cloud of gas, leading to a lower density of
gas in the vicinity of the binary and consequently lower ac-
cretion rates at later times. This is also consistent with the
behavior of the bremsstrahlung luminosity curves which are,
during the post-merger phase of exponential decay, lower for
the spinning-BH cases which exhibit a hang-up, G1 and G2,
than for the non-spinning case G0. While details of the expo-
nential decay phase can be dependent on our choice of initial
conditions and the structure of the cloud, the result that sys-
tems with a higher net spin magnitude may appear dimmer
with respect to their non-spinning counterparts is likely to be
real. Without a knowledge of the gas density in the vicinity
of SMBH binaries, though, it would be hard to infer the net
value of the spin for a given system based solely on the in-
ferred accretion curve.
We now discuss what fraction of the total luminosity of the

source is powered by accretion. The strength of the accretion-
powered luminosity depends on the radiative efficiency, η,
with which the gravitational potential energy of the gas is
converted into radiation prior to falling into the BHs. It has
been proposed that hot and turbulent plasma flows, such as
the gas cloud described here, can have very low radiative ef-
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is favored to occur across the AHs of the BHs. In the case of
the prograde-spinning BH, some of the gas plunges directly
into the BH and some rotates around and is fed to it through
the trailing wake. In the case of the retrograde-spinning BH,
the gas is compressed into the front of the density wake which
is then less effective at channeling the gas into the BH, lead-
ing to the lower accretion rate visible in Fig. 9. Nevertheless,
given the relatively weak implicit dependence of the Bondi
accretion rate on the BH spin, it is unlikely that one would be
able to infer the spin magnitude or orientation in this mode
of accretion based on the accretion powered luminosity curve
alone.
The discontinuities in the accretion rates observed in Fig. 9

at the time of merger occur due to the error in locating the
common, initially highly deformed, AH of the final BH. This
is the same source of error that we discussed in the context of
the maximum bremsstrahlung luminosity measured at merger
time. Notice that for t > 0, the exponential decay in the
bremsstrahlung luminosity is also mirrored here as an expo-
nential decay in the accretion rate of the final BH. Similarly,
the post-merger variability present in runs G2 and G3 (Fig. 8)
is also repeated in the accretion rates. As in the case of the
luminosity, this behavior can be explained by the more tur-
bulent flows of runs G2 and G3. It is also evident that the
accretion rates measured in runs G1 and G2 fall below that in
run G0. Since the orbital hang-ups of runs G1 and G2 result
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in a longer inspiral, the two BHs have more time to deplete
the surrounding cloud of gas, leading to a lower density of
gas in the vicinity of the binary and consequently lower ac-
cretion rates at later times. This is also consistent with the
behavior of the bremsstrahlung luminosity curves which are,
during the post-merger phase of exponential decay, lower for
the spinning-BH cases which exhibit a hang-up, G1 and G2,
than for the non-spinning case G0. While details of the expo-
nential decay phase can be dependent on our choice of initial
conditions and the structure of the cloud, the result that sys-
tems with a higher net spin magnitude may appear dimmer
with respect to their non-spinning counterparts is likely to be
real. Without a knowledge of the gas density in the vicinity
of SMBH binaries, though, it would be hard to infer the net
value of the spin for a given system based solely on the in-
ferred accretion curve.
We now discuss what fraction of the total luminosity of the

source is powered by accretion. The strength of the accretion-
powered luminosity depends on the radiative efficiency, η,
with which the gravitational potential energy of the gas is
converted into radiation prior to falling into the BHs. It has
been proposed that hot and turbulent plasma flows, such as
the gas cloud described here, can have very low radiative ef-

“Stirring Hot Gas”

G0

G1 G2

G3
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FIG. 7: Snapshots of rest-mass density ρ0 and temperature T contours in the orbital plane for the binary Bondi “prototype”
case with Γ = 13/9. First and second rows show density contours and velocity profiles, third and fourth rows show snapshots
of temperature T . Density contours are plotted at ρ0 = ρ0,∞100.25j (j = 1, 2, ...., 12). Temperature contours are plotted at
T = 1011+0.125jK (j = 1, 2, ...., 12). Contours of highest density and temperature are near the BHs. Arrows denote velocity
vectors. The AH interior is marked by a filled black circle.
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FIG. 15: Same as Fig. 7, but for subsonic BHL accretion with Γ = 13/9 and V∞ = 0.4. The asymptotic velocity V∞ is in the
+x̂ direction.

Binary Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton Accretion 13

FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4, but for Γ = 4/3.

a lowering of the accretion rate (see Fig. 6). We note,
however, that after the merger when the shocks have a
chance to dissipate, the accretion rate does settle to its
expected value, taking mass loss into account.

We also plot the luminosity enhancement due to
bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission in Figs. 4–6.
Because the high-temperature homogeneous background
gas in our prototype simulations has an intrinsic, non-
negligible emissivity, we subtract it from the total lumi-
nosity measured. We define δL ≡ L − Lbg, where Lbg

is the background luminosity which would be present in
our computational domain for a homogeneous gas cloud
of density ρ0,∞ and temperature T∞, with no BH present.
We normalize δL by δLa, which we define as the lumi-
nosity above background which would be present for a
single, isolated BH of mass M/2. If we take the limit
in which the binary separation d → ∞, we expect that
δL/δLa → 2. This limiting value is indicated by the
open circle at t/M = −∞ in Figs. 4–6. We also calculate
the expected value of δL/δLa for a single BH of mass
M − δM and plot it for reference with an open circle at
t/M = +∞. We see that for each Γ the luminosity en-

FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 4, but for Γ = 5/3.

hancement increases by several orders of magnitude over
the course of the inspiral. While the numerical value of
this variation is not physically meaningful due to the un-
realistic temperatures used in these “prototype” calcula-
tions, this behavior provides strong qualitative evidence
of a significant enhancement in luminosity that can be
expected to accompany such an inspiral. Mergers in re-
alistic clouds, yielding realistic luminosities whose values
are physically meaningful, will be treated in Sec. VI C.

Figures 7 and 8 show snapshots of density and tem-
perature contours for cases PA1 and PA3. We do not
show snapshots for the PA2 case because they look very
similar to the PA1 case. We can see that in the early
phases of the inspiral, the accretion flow resembles two
independent spherical Bondi flows. As the separation de-
creases and becomes comparable to the transonic radius,
the orbital velocity of each BH becomes comparable to
the sound speed. Within Ra shocks begin to form, which
grow in strength until the merger. It is the heating from
these shocks which contributes to the dramatic increase
in the luminosity observed. Note that the final accre-
tion flow near the BH is not spherically symmetric due
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FIG. 17: Same as Fig. 12, but for Γ = 13/9, V∞ = 0.4.

gas in any shocked region will be heated to kT ∼ mBv2.
Since v <∼ c near the horizon, shock heating guaran-
tees that kTh

<∼ mBc2 ∼ 1013 K independant of the gas
temperature at infinity T∞. This result has important
consequences for the scaling of the maximum luminosi-
ties. Once the shock-heated gas is accreted following the
merger, Th drops below this value for all Γ < 5/3 (see
e.g. Fig 1) and the luminosity settles down to a value
below the maximum.

Even in the absence of shocks, kTh
<∼ mBc2 for

Γ = 5/3. This is because for this particular EOS, an
appreciable fraction of the gravitational potential energy
is converted into thermal energy (both scale as r−1 inside
Ra: kT ∼ MmB/r) [50]. For Γ = Γ∗, it can be shown
that the temperature at the horizon for spherical Bondi
flow is approximately given by [50]

kTh ≈
2

3

(

9

80

)2/3 (

me

mB

)1/3

mBc2 = 0.013 mBc2 (63)

Thus, we find that the temperature at the horizon, Th is
independent of gas parameters at infinity for both Γ =
5/3 and Γ = Γ∗. However, for Γ = const < 5/3, Th does
exhibit scaling with T∞ in the absence of shocks. In this

FIG. 18: Same as Fig. 12, but for Γ = 4/3, V∞ = 0.4.

case, P = KρΓ
0 , so we find

Th

T∞

=

(

nh

n∞

)Γ−1

∝
(

kT∞

mBc2

)−3(Γ−1)/2

(64)

We can now apply these results to see how the lu-
minosity scales in different phases of the inspiral. Dur-
ing both the very early pre-merger phase of the inspiral,
when d > Ra, and during the post-merger phase after the
fluid has settled to a quasiequilibrium state, there are no
shocks present. We can therefore use the above results
to see that in these phases,

Lff ∝
{

n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 , Γ = 5/3 or Γ = Γ∗ ,

n2
1 T−(3Γ+1)/2

6 M3
6 , Γ = const < 5/3 ,

(65)

Lsyn ∝
{

n2
1 T−3

6 β−1
1 M3

6 , Γ = 5/3 or Γ = Γ∗ ,

n2
1 T−9(Γ−1)/2

6 β−1
1 M3

6 , Γ = const < 5/3 .
(66)

Here β1 ≡ β/10. During the late premerger phase
when d ∼ M % Ra shocks will be present and Th will no
longer depend on T∞ for any EOS. In this case, we find

Lff ∝ n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 , Lsyn ∝ n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M3
6 . (67)

Using the above scaling relations along with the results
of our realistic temperature simulations, we find that the

“Prototype”
Boosted Temperature
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FIG. 19: Same as Fig. 12, but for Γ = 5/3, V∞ = 0.4.

peak luminosity shortly before the merger of an equal
mass BHBH binary in a gas cloud for case RA1 (Γ = Γ∗)
is given by

Lmax
ff ≈ 3 × 1037 n2

1 T−3
6 M3

6 erg s−1 , (68)

Lmax
syn ≈ 3 × 1043 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M3
6 erg s−1 . (69)

Similarly, the peak luminosity for case RA2 (Γ = 5/3) is
given by

Lmax
ff ≈ 4 × 1037 n2

1 T−3
6 M3

6 erg s−1 , (70)

Lmax
syn ≈ 4 × 1043 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M3
6 erg s−1 . (71)

At the late post-merger phase, the fluid relaxes to a
stationary flow. The scaling relations (65) and (66) hold.
Combining these scaling relations and our simulation re-
sults, we find that during the post-merger phase

Lff ≈ 3 × 1035 n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 erg s−1 , (72)

Lsyn ≈ 8 × 1038 n2
1 T−3

6 β−1
1 M3

6 erg s−1 (73)

for case RA1, and

Lff ≈ 3 × 1036 n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 erg s−1 , (74)

Lsyn ≈ 2 × 1041 n2
1 T−3

6 β−1
1 M3

6 erg s−1 (75)

for case RA2. We note that in each case, the total lumi-
nosity is dominated by the synchrotron emission.

FIG. 20: Plots showing time evolution of Ṁ and L̇. Here
time is measured relative to the time at which the merger
occurs. Asymptotic temperature is T = 106K. Adiabatic
index given by Γ = Γ∗. n1 ≡ n∞/10cm−3, T6 ≡ T∞/106K,
M6 ≡ M/106M$.

In each of our calculations, we have ignored the effects
of radiative cooling on the gas dynamics. We can esti-
mate the error induced by this by comparing the rate of
thermal energy transport, Ėth, to the luminosity. Here
we define

Ėth = Ṁε = Ṁ
P

ρ0(Γ − 1)
. (76)

Since the luminosity is dominated by emission near
the horizon, we are primarily concerned about the region
near the horizon. Using Eqs. (43), (62), (63), (72) and
(73), we find that for case RA1, at late times after the
merger when the flow has reached equilibrium,

Lsyn + Lff

Ėth

∼ 0.1 n1 T−3/2
6 β−1

1 M6 . (77)

Thus, we see that in these regimes, it is a good approxi-
mation to neglect the effects of radiative cooling for our
canonical model parameters. At the moment of maxi-
mum luminosity, shortly before merger, we find that

Lsyn + Lff

Ėth

∼ 40 n1 T−3/2
6 β−1

1 M6 . (78)
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FIG. 21: Same as Fig. 20, but for Γ = 5/3.

Thus during the final stages of the merger, the validity
of our assumption of adiabatic flow begins to break down
for canonical parameters. In future work, we will address
this by including cooling terms in our gas evolution to
account for energy losses due to radiation.

We also note that in order for us to be able to neglect
radiation pressure in the momentum equation, we require
that the luminosity be small compared to the Eddington
luminosity. We find that for case RA1,

Lmax
syn + Lmax

ff

LEdd
∼ 0.2 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M2
6 , (79)

which suggests that radiation pressure may begin to play
a role for parameters close to our canonical choices.

In calculating the luminosity, we have assumed that
the gas is optically thin. We can verify this assumption
by estimating the optical depth. For the gas parameters
chosen for this study (n∞ = 10 cm−3 and T∞ = 106K),
we find that the dominant source of opacity is electron
scattering. We estimate that the optical depth for elec-
tron scattering of synchrotron photons is

τes ≈ nhσT R ∼ 10−3n1T
−3/2
6 M6, (80)

where nh ∼ 1011n1T
−3/2
6 is the density at the horizon,

σT = 0.67 × 10−24 cm2 is the Thomson scattering cross-

section, and R ∼ 1011M6 cm is the characteristic size of
the emission region. Thus, our assumption of an optically
thin gas is valid.

To estimate the characteristic frequencies at which
the emission occurs we again note that the maximum
emission comes from near the horizons and compute the
characteristic frequency produced in this region. For
bremsstrahlung emission, the characteristic observed fre-
quency of the emission is given by hν ∼ kTh/(1 + z)
for a source at redshift z. We measure the maximum
temperature near the horizon for our case RA1, and find
that at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late
pre-merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

150 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) , (81)

After the merger, in the quasistationary phase, we find
that the characteristic frequency drops to

hνff ≈
10 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) . (82)

Following the same procedure for case RA2, we find that
at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late pre-
merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

230 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) , (83)

and in the post-merger phase, the frequency drops to,

hνff ≈
50 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) . (84)

Thus, we see that the bremsstrahlung emission will
be predominantly in γ-rays, in agreement with [49].
Given the bremsstrahlung luminosity calculated above,
we estimate that the flux from this emission will be
∼ 10−21erg cm−2 s−1 for a source at z = 1. Unfortu-
nately, it is unlikely that this emission is strong enough
to be detectable.

We can estimate the characteristic frequency of the
synchrotron emission by noting that Eq. (B10) is maxi-
mized when xM ≈ 1.09. For case RA1, this corresponds
to an observed frequency

hνmax
syn =

1.09

1 + z

3ehB

4πmec

(

kT

mec2

)2

(85)

=
80

1 + z
n1/2

1 T−3/4
6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA1) (86)

during the late pre-merger phase at the moment of maxi-
mum luminosity. In the post-merger phase, the frequency
drops to,

hνsyn =
0.008

1 + z
n1/2

1 T−3/4
6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA1) , (87)

For case RA2, we find the characteristic synchrotron fre-
quency to be

hνmax
syn =

100

1 + z
n1/2

1 T−3/4
6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA2) (88)

Γ = 5/3Γ = 5/3 → 13/9
Realistic Temperature
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FIG. 22: Snapshots of rest-mass density ρ0 and temperature T contours for the Γ = Γ∗ case. First and second rows
show snapshots of density contours and velocity profiles in the orbital plane. Third and fourth rows show snapshots of
T . Density is plotted according to ρ = ρ0,∞107+0.33j (j = 1, 2, ...., 12). Temperature contours are plotted according to
T = 1010+0.25jK (j = 1, 2, ...., 12). Arrows represent the velocity field in the given plane.
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FIG. 23: Same as Fig. 22 but for Γ = 5/3.
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FIG. 19: Same as Fig. 12, but for Γ = 5/3, V∞ = 0.4.

peak luminosity shortly before the merger of an equal
mass BHBH binary in a gas cloud for case RA1 (Γ = Γ∗)
is given by

Lmax
ff ≈ 3 × 1037 n2

1 T−3
6 M3

6 erg s−1 , (68)

Lmax
syn ≈ 3 × 1043 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M3
6 erg s−1 . (69)

Similarly, the peak luminosity for case RA2 (Γ = 5/3) is
given by

Lmax
ff ≈ 4 × 1037 n2

1 T−3
6 M3

6 erg s−1 , (70)

Lmax
syn ≈ 4 × 1043 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M3
6 erg s−1 . (71)

At the late post-merger phase, the fluid relaxes to a
stationary flow. The scaling relations (65) and (66) hold.
Combining these scaling relations and our simulation re-
sults, we find that during the post-merger phase

Lff ≈ 3 × 1035 n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 erg s−1 , (72)

Lsyn ≈ 8 × 1038 n2
1 T−3

6 β−1
1 M3

6 erg s−1 (73)

for case RA1, and

Lff ≈ 3 × 1036 n2
1 T−3

6 M3
6 erg s−1 , (74)

Lsyn ≈ 2 × 1041 n2
1 T−3

6 β−1
1 M3

6 erg s−1 (75)

for case RA2. We note that in each case, the total lumi-
nosity is dominated by the synchrotron emission.

FIG. 20: Plots showing time evolution of Ṁ and L̇. Here
time is measured relative to the time at which the merger
occurs. Asymptotic temperature is T = 106K. Adiabatic
index given by Γ = Γ∗. n1 ≡ n∞/10cm−3, T6 ≡ T∞/106K,
M6 ≡ M/106M$.

In each of our calculations, we have ignored the effects
of radiative cooling on the gas dynamics. We can esti-
mate the error induced by this by comparing the rate of
thermal energy transport, Ėth, to the luminosity. Here
we define

Ėth = Ṁε = Ṁ
P

ρ0(Γ − 1)
. (76)

Since the luminosity is dominated by emission near
the horizon, we are primarily concerned about the region
near the horizon. Using Eqs. (43), (62), (63), (72) and
(73), we find that for case RA1, at late times after the
merger when the flow has reached equilibrium,

Lsyn + Lff

Ėth

∼ 0.1 n1 T−3/2
6 β−1

1 M6 . (77)

Thus, we see that in these regimes, it is a good approxi-
mation to neglect the effects of radiative cooling for our
canonical model parameters. At the moment of maxi-
mum luminosity, shortly before merger, we find that

Lsyn + Lff

Ėth

∼ 40 n1 T−3/2
6 β−1

1 M6 . (78)
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FIG. 21: Same as Fig. 20, but for Γ = 5/3.

Thus during the final stages of the merger, the validity
of our assumption of adiabatic flow begins to break down
for canonical parameters. In future work, we will address
this by including cooling terms in our gas evolution to
account for energy losses due to radiation.

We also note that in order for us to be able to neglect
radiation pressure in the momentum equation, we require
that the luminosity be small compared to the Eddington
luminosity. We find that for case RA1,

Lmax
syn + Lmax

ff

LEdd
∼ 0.2 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M2
6 , (79)

which suggests that radiation pressure may begin to play
a role for parameters close to our canonical choices.

In calculating the luminosity, we have assumed that
the gas is optically thin. We can verify this assumption
by estimating the optical depth. For the gas parameters
chosen for this study (n∞ = 10 cm−3 and T∞ = 106K),
we find that the dominant source of opacity is electron
scattering. We estimate that the optical depth for elec-
tron scattering of synchrotron photons is

τes ≈ nhσT R ∼ 10−3n1T
−3/2
6 M6, (80)

where nh ∼ 1011n1T
−3/2
6 is the density at the horizon,

σT = 0.67 × 10−24 cm2 is the Thomson scattering cross-

section, and R ∼ 1011M6 cm is the characteristic size of
the emission region. Thus, our assumption of an optically
thin gas is valid.

To estimate the characteristic frequencies at which
the emission occurs we again note that the maximum
emission comes from near the horizons and compute the
characteristic frequency produced in this region. For
bremsstrahlung emission, the characteristic observed fre-
quency of the emission is given by hν ∼ kTh/(1 + z)
for a source at redshift z. We measure the maximum
temperature near the horizon for our case RA1, and find
that at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late
pre-merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

150 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) , (81)

After the merger, in the quasistationary phase, we find
that the characteristic frequency drops to

hνff ≈
10 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) . (82)

Following the same procedure for case RA2, we find that
at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late pre-
merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

230 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) , (83)

and in the post-merger phase, the frequency drops to,

hνff ≈
50 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) . (84)

Thus, we see that the bremsstrahlung emission will
be predominantly in γ-rays, in agreement with [49].
Given the bremsstrahlung luminosity calculated above,
we estimate that the flux from this emission will be
∼ 10−21erg cm−2 s−1 for a source at z = 1. Unfortu-
nately, it is unlikely that this emission is strong enough
to be detectable.

We can estimate the characteristic frequency of the
synchrotron emission by noting that Eq. (B10) is maxi-
mized when xM ≈ 1.09. For case RA1, this corresponds
to an observed frequency

hνmax
syn =

1.09
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(85)

=
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during the late pre-merger phase at the moment of maxi-
mum luminosity. In the post-merger phase, the frequency
drops to,

hνsyn =
0.008

1 + z
n1/2

1 T−3/4
6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA1) , (87)

For case RA2, we find the characteristic synchrotron fre-
quency to be

hνmax
syn =

100

1 + z
n1/2

1 T−3/4
6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA2) (88)
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FIG. 21: Same as Fig. 20, but for Γ = 5/3.

Thus during the final stages of the merger, the validity
of our assumption of adiabatic flow begins to break down
for canonical parameters. In future work, we will address
this by including cooling terms in our gas evolution to
account for energy losses due to radiation.

We also note that in order for us to be able to neglect
radiation pressure in the momentum equation, we require
that the luminosity be small compared to the Eddington
luminosity. We find that for case RA1,

Lmax
syn + Lmax

ff

LEdd
∼ 0.2 n2

1 T−3
6 β−1

1 M2
6 , (79)

which suggests that radiation pressure may begin to play
a role for parameters close to our canonical choices.

In calculating the luminosity, we have assumed that
the gas is optically thin. We can verify this assumption
by estimating the optical depth. For the gas parameters
chosen for this study (n∞ = 10 cm−3 and T∞ = 106K),
we find that the dominant source of opacity is electron
scattering. We estimate that the optical depth for elec-
tron scattering of synchrotron photons is

τes ≈ nhσT R ∼ 10−3n1T
−3/2
6 M6, (80)

where nh ∼ 1011n1T
−3/2
6 is the density at the horizon,

σT = 0.67 × 10−24 cm2 is the Thomson scattering cross-

section, and R ∼ 1011M6 cm is the characteristic size of
the emission region. Thus, our assumption of an optically
thin gas is valid.

To estimate the characteristic frequencies at which
the emission occurs we again note that the maximum
emission comes from near the horizons and compute the
characteristic frequency produced in this region. For
bremsstrahlung emission, the characteristic observed fre-
quency of the emission is given by hν ∼ kTh/(1 + z)
for a source at redshift z. We measure the maximum
temperature near the horizon for our case RA1, and find
that at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late
pre-merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

150 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) , (81)

After the merger, in the quasistationary phase, we find
that the characteristic frequency drops to

hνff ≈
10 MeV

1 + z
(RA1) . (82)

Following the same procedure for case RA2, we find that
at the moment of maximum luminosity in the late pre-
merger phase,

hνmax
ff ≈

230 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) , (83)

and in the post-merger phase, the frequency drops to,

hνff ≈
50 MeV

1 + z
(RA2) . (84)

Thus, we see that the bremsstrahlung emission will
be predominantly in γ-rays, in agreement with [49].
Given the bremsstrahlung luminosity calculated above,
we estimate that the flux from this emission will be
∼ 10−21erg cm−2 s−1 for a source at z = 1. Unfortu-
nately, it is unlikely that this emission is strong enough
to be detectable.

We can estimate the characteristic frequency of the
synchrotron emission by noting that Eq. (B10) is maxi-
mized when xM ≈ 1.09. For case RA1, this corresponds
to an observed frequency
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during the late pre-merger phase at the moment of maxi-
mum luminosity. In the post-merger phase, the frequency
drops to,

hνsyn =
0.008
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6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA1) , (87)

For case RA2, we find the characteristic synchrotron fre-
quency to be

hνmax
syn =
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6 β−1/2

1 eV (RA2) (88)
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Probing the Spacetime of BHs

Variability: e.g. QPOs, short time scale fluctuations

Polarization (e.g. Schnittman & Krolik 2009)

Spectral Fitting of Thermal Emission

Relativistic Iron Lines

Directly Resolving the BH Silhouette
e.g.  Sgr A* with  sub-mm/mm VLBI

McClintock et al. 2006, Shafee et al. 2006

Done et al 2007

L = AR2
inT

4
max R2

in = f(a,M)

Noble et al. 2007, Mościbrodzka et al 2009,  
Broderick et al 2006-2009, Doeleman et al. 2009



Thin Disks 

Steady-State Models: Novikov-Thorne 1973, Shakura & Sunyaev 1973
• Efficient radiator, slim profile

Wrφ = αp H/r = const.

de Villiers & Hawley (2003)

3D GRMHD Disks: 
• Include MRI
• “Fully” relativistic 
• Eliminate artificial channel solution
• Allow for perpetual turbulence

Krolik, Hawley, Hirose (2005)

dVH

HARM3D



• Local cooling function to constrain  H ~ r   
• Cool when cell because hotter than target temperature

• Save as emissivity for post-processing
• Fully relativistic radiative transfer calculation
• Assume cooling and transfer is optically thin for now
• a = 0.9M

SCN, Krolik & Hawley 2009

L = ηṀc2 ηNT = 0.143

∆η/η = 6%

∆Rin/Rin = 80%

∆Tmax/Tmax = 30%

∆η/η = 20%T → 0 :



Shafee et al. 
2008

SCN, Krolik, 
Hawley 2009

a/M

Azimuthal Extent

# of B Loops

Size of B 
Perturbation

H/R

Code

Resolution

0 0.9

2 1

10% (or 50%) 0%

0.05-0.07 0.07 - 0.13

WHAM HARM3D

512x120x32 192x192x64

Shafee et al 2009

• Cooling function:  Drive to constant entropy
•  a = 0M

π/2π/4



ThinHR:    H/R = 0.06      ρ SCN, Krolik, Hawley 2010
912x160x64



ThinHR:    H/R = 0.06      ρ SCN, Krolik, Hawley 2010
912x160x64



SCN, Krolik, Hawley 2010

v1: (high resolution), Initial Disk:
• at target thickness
• with inner radius at 20M
• With Pmax at r=35M 

v2: (low resolution), Initial Disk:
• at H/r ~ 0.15
• Inner radius at 15M
• Pmax at r=25M 



•Much effort to prove time-steady-ness

•No trend seen in Maxwell Stress

•Minor “sqrt” trend seen in spec. ang. mom.

•Due to additional Reynolds stress for thicker disks

• Large stress within ISCO --> smaller gap in                                

circumbinary disks (TBD)



Steady-state Accretion
t = 6000M

Accretion Decay
t = 12000M

Sano et al. 2004

H

∆z
> 60

Davis, Stone, & 
Pessah 2009 

Track MRI Resolution for all time!



ṁ = 0.003i̇ = 41◦

Coronal X-ray Variability Markowitz et al 2003

Lyubarskii et al 1997

Churazov et al 2001

Variability Driven by Modulations in 
the Accretion Rate

SCN & Krolik 2009

P ∼ να−3 < α < −1

•Use cooling rate in corona as
   emissivity

•Thomson Opacity (e- scattering)

•Integrate to photosphere

•Include finite light speed effect

•Parameterized by accretion 
   rate and inclination

Armitage & Reynolds 2003
Schnittman et al 2006
Reynolds & Miller 2009



Pdiss(ν, r)

PṀ(ν, r)

•Dissipation approximately follows accretion rate
•Not all accretion rate modes are dissipated
•Variability at infinity follows local dissipation var.

PI(ν, r)

Pdiss(ν, r)



Phase Incoherence

•Degenerate Result
•No inclination angle effect
•Consistent w/ Observations



Out-standing Issues in UBH Accretion

Warped Disks Fragile et al. 2007-2009

Image
Unavailable

Initial Field Topology Beckwith et al. 2008

Poloidal Quadrupolar Toroidal

Jet Jet “No” Jet

McKinney & Blandford 2009

Full 2pi Evolutions
m=1 mode dominance

Gammie et al (unpub.)



Lessons Learned from UBHs

MHD needed to describe anticipated turbulence

Spatio-temporal power spectrum of (EM) fluctuations

Leads to significant departures from hydro models

e.g. stress within the ISCO

Effect on gap location?  More efficient accretion?

Be careful to resolve the MRI always!

Vast space of initial conditions?  

Accurate spectra/variability predictions require radiation 
transport, but we know how to do it!



What do I want for next Valentine’s Day?

Significant progress in 2009! 

BBH +  [Particles, EM waves, Gas, Bondi]

Just beginning:

Accretion with finite angular momentum

MHD

Ray-tracing (at least) in dynamical spacetimes

Cooling  (see Fragile & Meier 2009)

Everything above with more mass ratios!!

1:1  may result in an artificially symmetric flow pattern

Better initial conditions:  “bridge gap” between pre-merger and merger  

e.g., steady-state disk setup ~100 orbits before merger (~ Farris et al. 2009)

Future is bright for BBH simulations!



Extra Slides



14 Green et al.

Fig. 4.— Optical and X-ray images of SDSS J1254+0846. This optical image (1′ on a side, N up, E to the left) is the median of
four 5min exposures obtained 2009 May 22 in 1′′ seeing with an r band filter on the IMACS camera at the Magellan/Baade telescope
at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. The two bright quasar nuclei are evident. The brighter A component (r = 17.5) was identified
spectroscopically in the SDSS as a quasar. Discovery spectroscopy of the B component (r = 19.2) was obtained as part of our binary
quasar survey. This follow-up IMACS image clearly reveals the tidal arms of a host galaxy merger. Inset: Our Chandra 16 ksec ACIS-S
X-ray image (same scale and orientation, but 0.5′ on a side) shows the two nuclei, which both have typical fX/fopt and power-law spectral
slopes (Green et al. 2009). There is no evidence for extended emission as might be expected from a host (or lensing-mass) group or cluster.

Magellan r-band 
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Fig. 5.— Numerical simulation of a merger like SDSS J1254+0846. The left panels show the gas distribution, and the middle panels the stars in the xy and xz planes, for this model
of a prograde merger of two massive disks. The right panels show the model star formation rates, nuclear black hole masses and accretion rates for the two components. The epoch
displayed in the images at left, 2.3Gyr, is marked with red diamondsin the plots to the right, at which the nuclear separation, the position and extent of the tidal features (in the xy
plane), the black hole masses, and their accretion rates resemble those of SDSS J1254+0846.

First Spatially Resolved
Binary Quasar :  
SDSS J1254+0846

Green et al.  arxiv1001.1738 

Simulation

Comerford et al. 2009 x2

z = 0.44

∆v = 215km/s

d = 21kpc

DEEP2 Survey  
91 AGN:  [OIII], HB selected  (Seyfert 2) 
32 have shifted [OIII] from host
2 have double peaked lines --> “dual” AGN  

960 COMERFORD ET AL. Vol. 698
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Figure 2. Differences between the velocity of AGN emission lines (vem) and the
velocity of the host galaxy’s stars (vabs) for the full sample of 91 AGNs. The open
histogram depicts the velocity differences of the 30 offset AGNs, the hatched
histogram depicts the velocity differences for each component of the two dual
AGNs, and the dotted histogram depicts the 59 objects with less than 3σ velocity
difference that were removed from our sample to eliminate contamination due
to measurement errors from objects with no statistically significant velocity
difference. The velocity-difference distribution of the remaining AGNs is
symmetric, indicating that an offset AGN emission line is equally likely to
be redshifted or blueshifted relative to the rest frame of the stellar continuum.

in the host rest frame (Gerke et al. 2007). From the two-
dimensional DEIMOS spectrum of the object, the projected
physical separation between the pair of emission peaks is
1.5 DEIMOS pixels, or 0.′′17, which corresponds to a projected
physical separation of 0.84 h−1 kpc.

The dual AGN EGSD2 J141550.8+520929 at z = 0.62 is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4. Its two-dimensional DEEP2
spectrum shows two overlapping [O iii] emission lines. The
velocity separation between the two emission components
is 440 km s−1 and the spatial offset of their centroids is
3.1 DEIMOS pixels, or 0.′′34, which corresponds to a projected
physical separation of 1.6 h−1 kpc.

2.4. Extrapolated Number of Low-Velocity-Offset AGNs

By excluding objects with less than 3σ significance, we will
discard many AGNs with small, but real, velocity offsets. We
can measure only the radial component of a velocity, which is a
factor of sin i less than the total velocity at an angle of inclination
i relative to the perpendicular to the line of sight. Because of
these projection effects, we expect an even greater abundance
of small measured velocity offsets than large measured offsets.
If we fit a Gaussian centered at zero to the offset AGN velocity
distribution shown in Figure 2, we find that 23 objects with
absolute velocity offsets < 50 km s−1 should be added to the
sample to create a Gaussian distribution of velocity offsets.

More conservatively, we can assume that the velocity-offset
distribution is flat in the central region around zero. If we
assume the number of offset AGNs with absolute velocity offsets
< 50 km s−1 is determined by the mean number of offset
AGNs with absolute offsets ranging from 50–75 km s−1, this

Figure 3. Segments of the one-dimensional DEIMOS spectra of the host
galaxies of the two dual AGNs (shown as the top two, in black) and six typical
offset AGNs (shown as the bottom six, in red). For clarity, the spectra are offset
from one another vertically and normalized to span 300 counts hr−1. Each
spectrum is shifted to the rest frame of the host galaxy’s stars, weighted by its
inverse variance, and smoothed by a smoothing length of 1.5 Å. The dashed
lines show the expected wavelengths of [O iii] at 4959 Å and 5007 Å. From
top to bottom, the spectra shown are of EGSD2 J142033.6+525917,
EGSD2 J141550.8+520929, DEEP2 J022907.1+004353, EGSD2
J142043.0+525716, EGSD2 J142153.6+531352, EGSD2 J141515.6+520354,
DEEP2 J233250.1+001929, and EGSD2 J142017.9+525538. From top to
bottom, the velocity separations between the two [O iii] emission line peaks in
the dual AGNs are 630 km s−1 and 440 km s−1, while the velocity offsets for
the [O iii] emission lines in the offset AGNs are −140 km s−1, −120 km s−1,
−94 km s−1, 90 km s−1, 110 km s−1, and 170 km s−1.

would instead increase the sample size by eight objects with
< 50 km s−1 absolute velocity offsets.

We add 23, or more conservatively eight, low-velocity-offset
AGNs to the 32 definitively detected offset and dual AGNs. As a
result, we expect 40–55 offset and dual AGNs in our full sample
of 91 AGNs.

3. INTERPRETATION OF OFFSETS

We have measured statistically significant velocity offsets of
[O iii] emission lines in 32 offset and dual AGNs in DEEP2
red galaxies. Here, we explore the physical mechanisms that
could cause the [O iii] velocity offsets we observe: small-scale
gas kinematics, AGN outflows and jets, recoiling SMBHs due
to gravitational radiation emission after SMBH coalescence,
and inspiralling SMBHs in a galaxy merger. We find that the

No. 1, 2009 1.75 h−1 kpc SEPARATION DUAL AGNs AT z = 0.36 IN THE COSMOS FIELD L83

Figure 1. HST F814W ACS image of COSMOS J100043.15+020637.2, where
north is up and east is to the left. The galaxy’s tidal tail strongly suggests it
has recently undergone a merger, and the two bright nuclei near the galaxy
center appear to both be AGNs. The nuclei are separated by 0.′′497 ± 0.′′009, or
1.75 ± 0.03 h−1 kpc.

luminosity of each source with Source EXtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996).

We measure F814W apparent magnitudes of 20.0 for the
northern source and 20.1 for the southern source. For com-
parison, the entire object has an apparent magnitude of
18.3, as measured using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002; R. L.
Griffith et al. 2009, in preparation). The magnitudes of the point
sources correspond to luminosities of 3.1 × 1043 h−2 erg s−1

(8.0 × 109 h−2 L$) for the northern source and 2.7 × 1043 h−2

erg s−1 (7.1 × 109 h−2 L$) for the southern source, which are
each ∼ 10 times more luminous than a typical Type II super-
nova. Our source luminosities could fall within the emerging
subclass of very luminous supernovae, but only a handful of
such objects have been discovered (e.g., Quimby et al. 2007;
Smith et al. 2007; Miller et al. 2009). The HST image of this
galaxy was taken on UT 2004 March 16 and a more recent
high-resolution image would resolve this question definitively.
Regardless, other observations strongly support the interpreta-
tion that both sources are AGNs (Section 2.3).

With Source EXtractor we also find that the projected sepa-
ration between the barycenters of the sources is 0.′′497 ± 0.′′009,
or 1.75 ± 0.03 h−1 kpc, and the barycenters of the sources are
aligned along a position angle θ = 139.◦6 east of north.

2.2. DEIMOS Slit Spectroscopy

We used the DEIMOS spectrograph on the Keck II telescope
to obtain a 200 s spectrum of the object with a 600 lines mm−1

grating at twilight on UT 2009 April 23. The spectrum spans
the wavelength range 4730–9840 Å, and the position angle of
the slit was θ = 143.◦3 east of north. The main purposes of the
slit spectroscopy were to verify that both central point sources
were AGNs and to measure the spatial and velocity separations
between the two AGN emission components. The emission is
clearly visible in [O iii] λ5007, Hα, and [N ii] λ6584, as shown

400
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400
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400

200
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional DEIMOS spectrum of J100043.15+020637.2 with
night-sky emission features subtracted. The spectrum has been smoothed by a
smoothing length of 2 pixels, and AGN line emission at [O iii] λ5007 (top),
Hα (middle), and [N ii] λ6584 (bottom) is shown. In each panel, the vertical
axis spans 3.′′41 (12.0 h−1 kpc at the z = 0.36 redshift of the galaxy) in
spatial position along the slit and the horizontal axis spans 30 Å in rest-frame
wavelength centered on the emission feature. The color bars provide scales for
the flux in counts hour−1 pixel−1. Each emission feature has two components,
likely corresponding to two distinct AGNs, and the velocity separation between
the two is 150 ± 40 km s−1.

in Figure 2. We determine the projected spatial separation for
each of these three emission features by measuring the spatial
centroid of each emission component individually.

To measure the spatial centroid of an emission component,
first we center a 2 Å (rest-frame) wide window on the emission.
At each spatial position we then sum the flux, weighted by the
inverse variance, over all wavelengths within the window. We
use the spatial position where the summed flux is maximum
as the center of a 10 pixel window (where 1 DEIMOS pixel
spans 0.′′11) around the emission. We then fit a quadratic to the
summed flux to locate a peak, define a narrow window centered
on the peak flux, and finally compute the line centroid within
this window. We derive the error on this spatial centroid by
repeatedly adding noise to the spectrum drawn from a Gaussian
with variance matching the DEIMOS pipeline (J. A. Newman
et al. 2009, in preparation) estimate for a given pixel and redoing
all centroid measurements.

We find the two emission components have projected sep-
arations of 1.5 ± 0.5 h−1 kpc, 1.0 ± 0.4 h−1 kpc, and

HST  COSMOS J100043.15+020637.2
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Figure 2. Differences between the velocity of AGN emission lines (vem) and the
velocity of the host galaxy’s stars (vabs) for the full sample of 91 AGNs. The open
histogram depicts the velocity differences of the 30 offset AGNs, the hatched
histogram depicts the velocity differences for each component of the two dual
AGNs, and the dotted histogram depicts the 59 objects with less than 3σ velocity
difference that were removed from our sample to eliminate contamination due
to measurement errors from objects with no statistically significant velocity
difference. The velocity-difference distribution of the remaining AGNs is
symmetric, indicating that an offset AGN emission line is equally likely to
be redshifted or blueshifted relative to the rest frame of the stellar continuum.

in the host rest frame (Gerke et al. 2007). From the two-
dimensional DEIMOS spectrum of the object, the projected
physical separation between the pair of emission peaks is
1.5 DEIMOS pixels, or 0.′′17, which corresponds to a projected
physical separation of 0.84 h−1 kpc.

The dual AGN EGSD2 J141550.8+520929 at z = 0.62 is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4. Its two-dimensional DEEP2
spectrum shows two overlapping [O iii] emission lines. The
velocity separation between the two emission components
is 440 km s−1 and the spatial offset of their centroids is
3.1 DEIMOS pixels, or 0.′′34, which corresponds to a projected
physical separation of 1.6 h−1 kpc.

2.4. Extrapolated Number of Low-Velocity-Offset AGNs

By excluding objects with less than 3σ significance, we will
discard many AGNs with small, but real, velocity offsets. We
can measure only the radial component of a velocity, which is a
factor of sin i less than the total velocity at an angle of inclination
i relative to the perpendicular to the line of sight. Because of
these projection effects, we expect an even greater abundance
of small measured velocity offsets than large measured offsets.
If we fit a Gaussian centered at zero to the offset AGN velocity
distribution shown in Figure 2, we find that 23 objects with
absolute velocity offsets < 50 km s−1 should be added to the
sample to create a Gaussian distribution of velocity offsets.

More conservatively, we can assume that the velocity-offset
distribution is flat in the central region around zero. If we
assume the number of offset AGNs with absolute velocity offsets
< 50 km s−1 is determined by the mean number of offset
AGNs with absolute offsets ranging from 50–75 km s−1, this

Figure 3. Segments of the one-dimensional DEIMOS spectra of the host
galaxies of the two dual AGNs (shown as the top two, in black) and six typical
offset AGNs (shown as the bottom six, in red). For clarity, the spectra are offset
from one another vertically and normalized to span 300 counts hr−1. Each
spectrum is shifted to the rest frame of the host galaxy’s stars, weighted by its
inverse variance, and smoothed by a smoothing length of 1.5 Å. The dashed
lines show the expected wavelengths of [O iii] at 4959 Å and 5007 Å. From
top to bottom, the spectra shown are of EGSD2 J142033.6+525917,
EGSD2 J141550.8+520929, DEEP2 J022907.1+004353, EGSD2
J142043.0+525716, EGSD2 J142153.6+531352, EGSD2 J141515.6+520354,
DEEP2 J233250.1+001929, and EGSD2 J142017.9+525538. From top to
bottom, the velocity separations between the two [O iii] emission line peaks in
the dual AGNs are 630 km s−1 and 440 km s−1, while the velocity offsets for
the [O iii] emission lines in the offset AGNs are −140 km s−1, −120 km s−1,
−94 km s−1, 90 km s−1, 110 km s−1, and 170 km s−1.

would instead increase the sample size by eight objects with
< 50 km s−1 absolute velocity offsets.

We add 23, or more conservatively eight, low-velocity-offset
AGNs to the 32 definitively detected offset and dual AGNs. As a
result, we expect 40–55 offset and dual AGNs in our full sample
of 91 AGNs.

3. INTERPRETATION OF OFFSETS

We have measured statistically significant velocity offsets of
[O iii] emission lines in 32 offset and dual AGNs in DEEP2
red galaxies. Here, we explore the physical mechanisms that
could cause the [O iii] velocity offsets we observe: small-scale
gas kinematics, AGN outflows and jets, recoiling SMBHs due
to gravitational radiation emission after SMBH coalescence,
and inspiralling SMBHs in a galaxy merger. We find that the

COSMOS Survey
d = 1.7kpc

Super kpc  Dual Nuclei





Degeneracy Explanation

αb > −2

αd < −2

i ∼ 0◦

αi � −2

αa > −2

αc < −2


